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Abstract 
The objective of this thesis was to assess the feasibility of replacing the thin film diaphragm on the 
University of Queensland’s X2 expansion tube facility with a valve system. The aim of developing 
this system is to avoid issues associated with the use of the thin film diaphragm, while still 
producing acceptable test flows. To ensure the test flows are still acceptable, the valve must open 
in less than 0.5ms, as defined by Burgess [1]. The critical issue introduced by the utilization of a 
thin film diaphragm is that, upon impact by the shock, the thin film diaphragm is broken into 
fragments. These fragments can be accelerated into the test section by the flow where they may 
impact and damage instrumentation. There have been multiple attempts to avoid the diaphragm 
fragmentation issue. These attempts were compiled and assessed and it was concluded that none 
satisfactorily avoided the issues introduced by the thin film diaphragm without potentially 
significantly deviating the expansion tube test flow.  To successfully replace the thin film 
diaphragm, a system which completely clears the expansion tube bore, rapidly, and with minimal 
disturbance to the surrounding gas, while maintaining a low leakage seal is required. An 
investigation showed that a gate valve best fulfilled this criterion.  A gate valve consists of a flat 
plate of metal with a hole in it, termed the ‘knife’. To open the valve, the knife is moved such that 
the hole aligns with the expansion tube bore. The gate valve should be accelerated and decelerated 
pneumatically, while being sealed using a PTFE encapsulated X-ring pressed against the face of 
the knife.  To achieve the required opening time without knife failure due to excessive stresses, the 
knife length before the hole should be increased to allow the knife to be accelerated at a lower rate 
for a longer period of time before the hole begins to clear the expansion tube bore.  Similarly, the 
length of the hole in the knife should be increased so the knife can be decelerated over a longer 
distance. Analytical equations to approximate knife, connecting rod and piston failure were 
developed and shown to be conservative using Finite Element Analysis. These equations were then 
utilised in an iterative, parametrised Python code which both assessed the feasibility of 
implementing a gate valve system on an expansion tube with a given bore, and optimized the knife, 
con-rod and piston dimensions.  Using this code, it was proven that it is theoretically feasible to 
implement a gate valve system on UQ’s X2 and X3 expansion tube facilities, as well as the majority 
of other facilities around the world.  The basic parameters for a prototype gate valve to be tested in 
UQ’s X2 facility have been presented.
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
Expansion tubes are facilities typically used to generate and analyse high enthalpy gas flows well 
in excess of Mach 5 with the goal of investigating super-orbital and planetary entry vehicle flight 
as well as high total pressure scramjet flight [2]. Accurate recreation of many of these flight 
conditions is exclusive to expansion tubes; therefore, expansion tubes are fundamental in the 
design and testing process of vehicles functioning at these conditions. Expansion tubes operate by 
first accelerating, compressing and heating the test gas using a travelling shock wave, then 
expanding the shock treated gas into a near-vacuum region to further accelerate it resulting in a 
high enthalpy, high Mach number test flow. In this manner expansion tubes can produce flows 
with conditions similar to those desired, such as Lunar re-entry flows at speeds of 11km/s. 
Free piston driven expansion tubes consist of a compression tube which houses the piston and 
‘driver’ gas (a lightweight gas used to ‘drive’ the shockwave along the tube), followed by a 
‘driven’ tube (driven because the gas in this section is ‘driven’ down the tube by the driver gas). 
In the standard configuration, the driven tube is separated into the shock tube which contains the 
test gas and an acceleration tube which is initially near vacuum, see Figure 1. 
 
Figure 1: Basic Expansion Tube Configuration [3] 
A partitioning mechanism is used in the operation of expansion tubes to keep the shock tube and 
acceleration tube separated while the test gas is being shock treated. The partitioning mechanism 
is then removed upon arrival of the shockwave, exposing the shock processed test gas to the low 
pressure acceleration tube and initiating the expansion process. As some of the major advantages 
of an expansion tube stem from this expansion process, it is clear a partitioning mechanism is 
essential to the operation of this device; currently, thin film diaphragms are utilized for this 
purpose. The thin film diaphragm initially separates the shock and acceleration tubes, before 
bursting due to the impact force of the travelling shock wave. While the thin film diaphragm 
method is effective, there are some issues with its use. Since the invention of expansion tubes in 
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the 1960’s problems associated with these diaphragms have emerged [4]. The most pressing of 
these problems, and the driving force behind this investigation, is that upon impact by the shock, 
the diaphragm breaks into small fragments. These fragments can be accelerated into the test 
chamber where they may impact and damage instrumentation mounted there [3]. 
Thin film diaphragms are used in the University of Queensland’s (UQ) expansion tubes and 
instrumentation damage is often observed as a result. As such researchers have proposed the thin 
film diaphragm be replaced with a valve system which avoids the fragmentation problems 
associated with the current design. It is suggested that the replacement valve would be completely 
clear of the expansion tube when the shock wave arrives at the valve position, avoiding any flow 
interference due to the valve impeding the shock. In order to achieve this the valve will need to 
complete opening before the arrival of the travelling shock. 
A preliminary investigation has previously been conducted to assess the consequences of opening 
the proposed valve earlier than the arrival of the travelling shock [1]. This investigation 
concluded that due to the pressure difference across the valve, sudden removal of this boundary 
will result in a shock wave forming in the shock tube flow and travelling into the acceleration 
tube with the higher pressure test gas acting as the driver gas. An expansion wave travelling 
upstream into the shock tube will also be produced. These two processes, a weak shock front 
travelling into the acceleration tube and a secondary expansion wave travelling into the shock 
tube were observed by Burgess [1]. Burgess simulated the flow process in UQ’s X2 facility at 
low enthalpy test conditions and instantaneously removed the partitioning mechanism between 
the shock and acceleration tube. The pressure from this simulation is compared to normal 
expansion tube flow simulation pressure results below in Figure 2 and Figure 3.  
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Figure 2: Simulation of normal, low enthalpy, flow process in X2 
 
Figure 3: Simulation of low enthalpy flow process in X2 with 1ms early partitioning mechanism 
These processes cause significant disturbance to the flow and the amount of disturbance is 
increased the more the shock and expansion waves are allowed to propagate into the surrounding 
gas prior to the arrival of the primary shock. It is therefore desirable to open the partitioning 
mechanism as close to the arrival of the primary shock as possible, hence limiting the 
propagation of the shock and expansion waves.  
It was concluded that reasonable test flow conditions are still achievable in UQ’s X2 expansion 
tube (Figure 5) if the partitioning mechanism is removed no more than 0.5ms before the arrival of 
the primary shock for low enthalpy test flows and 1ms for high enthalpy test flows. In order to 
achieve this, the valve system used to replace the thin film diaphragm must be able to fully open 
in less than 0.5ms and 1ms respectively. 
This project now aims to investigate the feasibility of such a rapid opening mechanism and 
produce a design for the most appropriate thin film diaphragm replacement. To understand the 
Secondary Expansion Wave 
 Weak secondary shock front 
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motivation behind this thesis an introduction to expansion tubes is necessary; this is the purpose 
of this chapter. The chapter will cover the history of expansion tubes (Section 1.1) before 
describing the configuration and operation of the modern expansion tube (Section 1.2). The 
problems associated with the application of thin film diaphragms in expansion tubes will then be 
covered in depth in Section 1.3. Finally, an outline of the purpose and structure of this report will 
be given at the end of this chapter (Section 1.4). 
 Purpose and History of Expansion Tube Facilities 
Expansion Tubes are an evolution of a late 19th century invention, the shock tube. Invented by 
Paul Vieille in 1899, shock tubes were used during World War II to investigate the effects of 
shockwaves produced by bomb blasts on structures and vehicles [5]. The shock tube operates by 
sealing a gas under high pressure in a vessel with a diaphragm at one end. This diaphragm is then 
mechanically broken or spontaneously busts due to an increase in the pressure behind it and a 
shock wave is produced which travels down the driven tube. 
Due to its ability to create flows with a wide variety of Mach numbers, the shock tubes potential 
as a supersonic gas flow investigation tool was realised and in the 1950’s shock tubes began to be 
used in aeronautical design. It was quickly discovered that the inability of shock tubes to produce 
long, steady test flows meant a conventional wind tunnel was a more reliable tool for 
investigating flows below Mach 5 [6].  
In 1953 with the help of Harry Bernstein a variant on the shock tube was created, the double 
diaphragm shock tube [7]. Bernstein added an additional thin diaphragm to partition the driven 
tube, essentially creating an expansion tube. The new tube operated in a very similar manner to a 
modern expansion tube. The travelling shock compressively heated the test gas in the upstream 
section of the driven tube. The secondary diaphragm was then burst upon impact by the shock 
wave and an expansion process further accelerated the test gas into the downstream end of the 
driven tube.  By manipulating the pressures of each section, Bernstein showed that a variety of 
Mach numbers above Mach 5 could be produced. The double diaphragm shock tube’s potential to 
produce a variety of hypersonic gas flows was intriguing, and as such investigations into its use 
as an aerospace testing facility begun.  
In 1962 extensive research was being conducted to enable the lunar return mission. Robert 
Trimpi realised the pressing need for a device that could reproduce the conditions of atmospheric 
re-entry [8]. Trimpi turned to the double diaphragm shock tube, which he coined the ‘expansion 
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tube’. He showed theoretically that the expansion tube could produce flows which would 
simulate re-entry conditions. He also identified a number of shortcomings in the design, one of 
which was model damage due to diaphragm particles, the focus of this thesis.  
The investigation into expansion tubes was then taken over by Charles Miller. In 1978, working 
at the NASA Langley Research Center, Miller used a 30m long, 15.24 internal diameter 
expansion tube to experimentally confirmed Trimpi’s theoretical analysis, showing these tubes 
could produce high velocity flows at high altitude conditions [9]. However, Miller also 
discovered that the expansion tube produced a large amount of noise in some test flows, falling 
short of producing the wide range of usable test flows predicted by the theoretical analysis. This 
flow limitation, along with a shift in focus, lead NASA to decommission the Langley test facility 
in 1983 [3]. 
The need for a reliable expansion tube facility was still present in the late 1980’s when NASA 
contracted the UQ research group to develop an expansion tube to further investigate the reasons 
for the flow disturbances Miller had experience in 1983. This research group, headed by Ray 
Stalker, created a small expansion tube which utilized a free-piston driver to compress the driver 
gas until the pressure is high enough to cause the primary diaphragm to burst [3, 5]. The 
development of this facility meant that UQ could now perform experiments to diagnose the 
source of the noise in Millers experiments. 
In 1990 Paull and Stalker, from UQ, identified and modelled a credible source of the noise [10]. 
They proposed that small vibrations in the test gas were being focused to modal frequencies 
during expansion, and that by using certain initial conditions, excessive focusing of these 
vibrations could be avoided. This theory was experimentally proven and a range of operational 
conditions for which the quality of the flow will be acceptable was provided. 
Since the 1990’s expansion tubes have continued to be developed and modified in Australia’s UQ 
facilities as well as America [11-13], Japan [14, 15],  China [16] and other facilities around the 
world; however the basic configuration and operation remains the same, these facilities and their 
basic dimensions are listed later in this report, Table 17. The University of Queensland now has 
two free-piston driven expansion tube facilities; the smaller of these facilities will be referenced 
throughout this thesis and is described in greater detail in Section 1.2.3. 
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 Expansion Tubes 
The general configuration of expansion tubes will first be presented (Section 1.2.1), before the 
system’s operation is described (Section 1.2.2). The aim of this thesis is to produce a system to 
replace the thin film diaphragm, which can be prototyped on the X2 expansion tube located at the 
University of Queensland. For this reason, this section will also detail the X2 facility (Section 
1.2.3) and its operational parameters (Section 1.2.4).  
 Configuration 
Figure 5 shows the configuration of a free piston driven expansion tube. It consists of a reservoir, 
used to contain high pressure air, connected upstream of the compression tube which houses the 
piston. In front of the piston the compression tube is filled with a driver gas, often helium. A steel 
diaphragm is typically used to seal the driver gas into the compression, this diaphragm leads to 
the driven tube. The driven tube has two configurations; in the main configuration the driven tube 
is separated into two sections, the shock tube containing the test gas and the acceleration tube 
pumped down to near vacuum, the tubes are partitioned by a thin film diaphragm. In the second 
configuration the driven tube is split into three sections, the ‘secondary driver’ containing helium 
as well as the shock tube and acceleration tube. These sections are partitioned by two thin film 
diaphragms, the ‘secondary’ and the ‘tertiary’ diaphragms. In both cases the acceleration tube 
leads to the test section which houses the model, followed by a large reservoir called the dump 
tank [17]. The thin film diaphragm separating the shock and acceleration tubes is the focus of this 
study, it is often a thin (<30µm) sheet of Mylar. 
 Operation 
The following operation process is displayed in Figure 4. Initially the piston is held at the rear of 
the compression tube. High pressure air is released into the compression tube behind the piston, 
propelling it forward and causing it to compressively heat the driver gas. Eventually the pressure 
in the compression tube is high enough to rupture the primary diaphragm (10’s of MPa), the 
driver gas rapidly expands into the driven tube causing a shock wave to develop. This shock 
wave accelerates, compresses and heats the test gas as it travels down the shock tube, eventually 
reaching the thin film diaphragm. Upon impact by the shock the diaphragm bursts and the test gas 
expands rapidly due to the low pressure in the acceleration tube (100’s of Pa), before entering the 
test section at the desired conditions. Various instrumentation can then be used to analyse the test 
gas as it flows over the model. Only a short test time is available before the experiment is 
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concluded upon the arrival of flow disturbances caused by the expansion process or the driver gas 
[3]. 
 
Figure 4: Displacement-Time Plot of Expansion Tube Operation [18] 
Figure 4 shows a time-displacement plot of ideal expansion tube operation. In addition to the 
general operation process described in Section 1.2.2, other processes are present, these are 
described below.  
Upon rupture of each diaphragm unsteady expansion waves are formed (usx). These travel 
outward from the initial diaphragm position, into the surrounding gas. These unsteady expansion 
waves impact on the flow quality and test time which will be discussed further in Section 1.3.2. 
The other addition to the diagram that has not been addressed is the presence of contact surfaces 
(cs). These conceptual surfaces are the interface between the driver gas and the test gas and the 
interface between the test gas and acceleration tube gas. 
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 X2: University of Queensland Expansion Tube 
  
Figure 5: X2 Expansion Tube Configuration [19] 
 Operational Parameters 
While expansion tubes are able to produce a large variety of flow conditions by manipulating 
driver gas pressure, initial shock tube pressure and acceleration tube pressure, only the pressure 
difference between the shock tube and acceleration tube as well as the internal diameter of the 
tube will affect the thin film diaphragm replacement system for a basic expansion tube. For the 
X2 facility the acceleration tube can be evacuated to near vacuum conditions while the shock 
tube is pressurized to 100’s of MPa in order to achieve various desired test flows [20]. To ensure 
the valve system designed is able to function on a majority of test flows, while not over 
constraining the design, the valve system designed in this thesis will aim to operate at pressure 
differences of up to 200KPa.  
 Thin Film Diaphragm Problems 
The partitioning of the driven tube into the shock and acceleration tube is integral to the operation 
of expansion tubes. While the thin film diaphragm is an effective method of doing this, the 
diaphragm system also causes some undesirable effects. These effects emphasise the potential 
benefits of the replacement valve system and as such are described in detail in this section. 
 Diaphragm Fragmentation 
Diaphragm fragmentation is a major cause of damage to instrumentation in expansion tube test 
sections. Pieces of fragmented diaphragm are entrained in the flow and can impact the equipment 
at hypersonic speeds. The initial fragmentation process was experimentally studied by M. 
Wegener et. al. [21] by capturing images of the diaphragm as the shock wave impacted, and 
subsequently passed through it. Wegener discovered that upon impact by the travelling shock 
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wave the diaphragm shears along its periphery and is pushed downstream as a planar disk, 
blocking the test flow. The diaphragm then begins to fragment, allowing the test gas to pass, 
however, the particulates remain in the flow. From this point onwards fragmentation continues, 
small pieces remain at the head of the flow with larger pieces lagging behind and becoming 
entrained in the shear flow boundary layer, see Figure 6. A reflected shock can also be seen on 
this figure and will be discussed in depth in Section 1.3.2. 
 
Figure 6: Evidence of Diaphragm Fragmentation in 38mm Diameter Expansion Tube. Time after shock arrival: a 
(10.3 µs), b (15.2 µs), c (18 µs), d (22.7 µs)  [21] 
The fragments remaining in the flow continue to be accelerated down the expansion tube to 
hypersonic speeds where they may impact with pressure sensors and other instrumentation. This 
impact causes damage to and significantly increases the noise in the data acquired by the 
impacted instrumentation [18, 22]. The damage to a stainless steel Pitot tube swirl cap located in 
the test section is compared to an unused cap by Gildfind [18] in Figure 7; this damage was 
caused by a single test shot. Figure 8 was produced by Miller et al. [22] and shows data acquired 
from pressure transducers located in the test section for a single shot. An increase in sensor noise 
can be seen to correspond with the impact of a diaphragm fragment. Miller proposed that it was 
this impact that caused the increased noise. 
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Figure 7: Evidence of Damage to Instrumentation due to Diaphragm Fragment Impact, undamaged on the left, 
damaged on the right [18]. 
 
Figure 8: Evidence of Noise in Pressure Measurements due to Diaphragm Impact [22]. 
The damage due to diaphragm impacts was the initiator and driving force for the investigation 
that lead to this thesis, and it is considered by researchers at UQ to be the main limitation with the 
thin film diaphragm. 
 Reflected Shock 
The thin film diaphragm has a finite burst time; due to this the first part of the test gas is 
stagnated and the primary shock wave is initially reflected back off the diaphragm upon impact, 
creating a reflected shock which travels against the flow [21]. Figure 9 displays the time-
displacement results from a 2D expansion tube simulation using a total variation diminishing 
scheme, conducted by Kage, K et al. [15]. The plot models a single shot of an expansion tube, 
including a finite thin film diaphragm hold time, demonstrating thathe hold time does induce a 
reflected shock, and that this reflected shock interacts with the flow, effecting the resulting test 
flow. The existence of a reflected shock has also been experimentally proven and can be seen in 
Figure 6, b, c and d. Eventually the primary shock wave bursts the thin film diaphragm, creating 
an expansion wave centred at the diaphragm (E in Figure 9) and allowing the primary shock 
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wave to propagate downstream into the acceleration tube (IS in Figure 9). The upstream 
travelling reflected shock interacts with the interface between the driver gas and the test gas (PC 
in Figure 9), causing a shock wave which propagates downstream, termed the disturbance shock 
(DS in Figure 9). The disturbance shock travels through the expansion wave (E) and is 
accelerated such that it is travelling downstream faster than the primary shock. Since this rapid 
disturbance shock is in front of the interface between driver and test gas its arrival at the test 
section now dictates the usable test flow. As it is travelling faster than the primary shock the test 
time is continuously shortened as both shocks travel down the expansion tube. In addition to this, 
the reflected shock interacts with the walls of the expansion tube as it travels upstream through 
the test gas causing complex reflections which result in disturbances in the test gas. These 
disturbances increase the uncertainty in the measured flow parameters [15]. It is therefore 
desirable to remove the thin film diaphragm, hence avoid the problems associated with the 
formation of a reflected shock. The valve system implemented is likely to introduce its own flow 
disturbances, and the effects of these will need to be experimentally investigated.  
 
Figure 9: Time-Distance shock wave interaction plot emphasising the effects of the disturbance shock on test 
time [15]. 
 Numerical Modelling 
One goal of expansion tubes is to experimentally verify numerical simulations which model gas 
flows over orbital, re-entry and scramjet vehicles. Verification of simulations requires an accurate 
model of the expansion tube facility. Non ideal processes such as diaphragm rupture complicate 
x 
Diaphragm hold time 
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this simulation and extensive research has been conducted to develop an appropriate simulation 
model for fragmentation [23].  
In 1962 Trimpi had to assume an ideal thin film diaphragm rupture process and ideal gas 
properties due to the limits on analytical analysis techniques at the time [8]. These assumptions 
introduced discrepancies between his calculations and experimental results. Trimpi modelled an 
infinitely thin, massless diaphragm which was instantaneously removed from the flow upon 
primary shock impact. With the development of computer simulations, diaphragm rupture models 
became more realistic. A number of these models are discussed in Wegener et. al.’s optical study 
of diaphragm rupture [21], some of these models are highlighted here. In 1973 Haggard created a 
simulation in which the diaphragm does not burst immediately, but rather holds for a short time 
after shock impact, before being instantaneously removed. In 1992 the rupture process was 
modelled by Morgan and Stalker as a diaphragm which shears around its periphery upon impact 
by the shock, remains intact and is forced down the tube like a piston. This model incorporated 
the effects of the diaphragms inertia on the flow, but did not accurately model the flow of gas 
past the diaphragm after fragmentation. In 1997 the model was modified, the diaphragm would 
shear around its edges and travel as a piston for a finite time after which its mass would be 
reduced to zero, simulating fragmentation. Finally, in 2008 McGilvray was able to simulate the 
diaphragm burst such that he could replicate experimental results [23], however this required 
running two simulations, a Lagrangian L1d simulation estimates the models up to diaphragm 
burst, estimating the effects of the diaphragm on the flow, then a two-dimensional Navier–Stokes 
solver simulation which models the remaining acceleration tube flow. It is clear the complicated 
rupture process can increase simulation complexity, as such simpler diaphragm rupture models 
are often easier to implement and are used for larger calculations. 
If the thin film diaphragm was replaced by a system which fully clears the tube upon opening the 
need to make assumptions about the diaphragm fragmentation and subsequent flow-particle 
interactions would be removed. Although such a system will also introduce new flow 
complexities, the fully clear tube bore will mean the boundary conditions for the flow will be 
clearly defined, which may decrease the discrepancy between experimental and simulation 
results. 
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 Chemical Dissociation 
To accurately replicate the desired flow conditions, the molecular composition of the test gas 
must be as close as possible to that of the relevant atmospheric gas. This is achieved by filling the 
shock tube with the appropriate gases, at calculated temperatures and pressures which will result 
in a realistic test gas. However, if the temperature of the gas increases too much at any stage of 
the expansion tube shot, chemical dissociation and ionization can occur, causing the gas to 
diverge from the target flight condition [14]. The high temperatures required for these reactions 
can be reached if the gas is stagnated due to a flow impedance. Shadowgraph imaging was used 
by Furukawa et al. [14] to provide evidence of flow stagnation due to the thin film diaphragm and 
is shown in Figure 10. This figure shows the thin film diaphragm (D) being impacted by the 
primary shock (SI) before fragmenting and being carried downstream, the flow is travelling from 
left to right. The white light emitted from behind the shock is radiation emitted from the chemical 
reactions occurring due to high stagnation temperatures. 
 
Figure 10: Evidence of flow stagnation caused by thin film diaphragm presence [14] 
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 Diaphragm Vaporisation 
Spectroscopy can be used to determine the chemical composition of gases entering the test 
section. This can determine the arrival of the correct composition gas, denoting the start of useful 
test time, and the arrival of impurities, denoting the end of useful test time as well as if the test 
gas is actually an accurate replica of atmosphere gas composition. Ramjaun et. al. [24] used 
emission spectroscopy in their 2001 experiment to analyse the composition of the gases entering 
the test section and determine the beginning and end of the test flow. While conducting their 
experiment they found that unexpected high levels of Cyanide (CN) were present after each shot 
and that these levels could not be reduced.  
They proposed that the high intensity of CN could have been due to the vaporisation of some of 
the thin film diaphragm. Thin film diaphragm vaporization may occur due to the high 
temperatures reached as the flow stagnates upon impact with the diaphragm [14, 18]. The 
vaporised diaphragm particulates may then contaminate the test flow; this is what was observed 
by D. Ramjaun et. al. (Mylar diaphragms contain CN). If the thin film diaphragm could be 
removed, this flow contamination could be avoided and more realistic test flows could be 
achieved. 
 Project Aim, Scope and Report Outline 
 Project Aim and Scope 
The expansion tube is a valuable tool for producing and analysing hypersonic gas flows and thin 
film diaphragms are an integral part of their operation. However, numerous studies which utilize 
the tubes mention issues which directly relate to the use of a thin film diaphragm as a gas 
partitioning mechanism between the shock and acceleration tube, as discussed in Section 1.3. 
This is the driving force behind this thesis, providing the primary aim: to assess the feasibility of 
a valve system which will replace the thin film diaphragm used in The University of 
Queensland’s X2 expansion tube and avoids the issues associated with the current system. Future 
work will build on this by constructing and testing a prototype system for UQ’s X2 facility. If 
successful, this design may be applied to other expansion tubes around the world. 
The main constraint on the system was identified as the feasibility of opening the valve in less 
than half a millisecond, a requirement identified by Burgess [1]. This requirement also 
complicates the process of sealing the rapidly moving valve during operation, as well as stopping 
the valve once it is open. The structure of this thesis is outlined below in Section 1.4.2 and it can 
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be seen that determining appropriate mechanisms to achieve these three functions, accelerating, 
sealing and decelerating, without failure, and then modelling these processes to assess feasibility 
make up the bulk of the investigation. 
 Report Structure 
1.4.2.1 Chapter 2: Previous Thin Film Diaphragm Modifications and Replacements 
Chapter 2 investigates previous attempts to avoid or mitigate the problems introduced through the 
use of a thin film diaphragm. By identifying the advantages and shortcomings of each design, the 
required functionality of the valve mechanism can be identified. 
1.4.2.2 Chapter 3: Valve Type Selection 
The functional requirements of the valve system are determined. Various valve types used in 
industry are identified and assessed against these requirements. Finally, the most suitable valve 
type is identified and described. 
1.4.2.3 Chapter 4: Gate Valve Models 
Basic models of the chosen valve system are presented. Possible mechanisms to accelerate, seal 
and decelerate the system are investigated and the most suitable are identified. Necessary 
modifications to the basic configurations are stated. Suitable materials for the components of the 
chosen valve system are identified. The final gate valve models which will be assessed as a 
replacement for the thin film diaphragm are presented. 
1.4.2.4 Chapter 5: Gate Valve Failure Modes 
The failure modes and constraints of the chosen system are identified and analytical equations are 
presented which characterise the failure modes or constraints. Finite element analysis is used to 
verify these equations are conservative where necessary. 
1.4.2.5 Chapter 6: Iterative Feasibility Analysis 
The iterative parametric analysis used to assess feasibility and identify optimised valve 
parameters is presented. 
1.4.2.6 Chapter 7: Sensitivity Analysis and Feasibility Results 
A sensitivity analysis is conducted to assess the effects of parameter variation on the feasibility of 
achieving a 0.5ms opening time. The parameters of the valve are optimised for each of the three 
models, ‘Tension’, ‘Compression’ and ‘No Hole’ and a comprehensive analysis of valve 
feasibility is conducted. The final valve models developed are validated using finite element 
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analysis. The feasibility of implementing a gate valve for other flow conditions and on other 
expansion tube facilities is assessed. Finally, basic dimensions for a prototype valve to be tested 
on UQ’s X2 expansion tube are presented. 
1.4.2.7 Chapter 8: Conclusions 
Summarises and concludes the report, identifying the contributions of the report to the 
hypersonics field and providing recommendations for future work stemming from this, and 
Burgess’ [1], thesis. 
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Chapter 2 Previous Thin Film Diaphragm 
Modifications and Replacements 
A number of investigations have been conducted in order to minimize the negative effects 
associated with thin film diagrams. In this section the designs and modifications developed as a 
result of these investigations will be discussed. The purpose of this chapter is to understand the 
operation of these systems as well as the thin film diagram issues they solved. Successful models 
may be incorporated into the current design if applicable. Ultimately however, none of the 
solutions reviewed below are likely to be effective at overcoming all problems associated with 
thin films. 
  Electromagnetic Diaphragm Removal 
NASA’s Langley Research Center 15cm I.D. expansion tube facility utilized a nozzle located 
between the acceleration tube and test section. This nozzle was seen to improve expansion tube 
test flow quality and the new configuration was coined the expansion tunnel. It was proposed that 
further improvement could be gained by lowering the pressure of the nozzle relative to the 
acceleration tube [25]. This could be done by utilizing a tertiary thin film diaphragm which 
separated the acceleration tube from the nozzle. They discovered that opening this thin film 
diaphragm by using the primary shock impact was causing a reflected shock which significantly 
reduced the test gas quality of their expansion tube facility [26]. Tertiary diaphragm fragments 
were also observed and were seen to cause damage to the model [25]. In order to try and reduce 
these effects an electromagnetic self-opening thin film diaphragm was investigated.  
In this system, the thin film diaphragm is clamped between two retainer rings and a vacuum seal 
is achieved with O-rings on either side of the diaphragm (see Figure 11). A conductive wire is 
stuck to the downstream side of the diaphragm using cement (see Figure 12) in a ‘three spoke’ 
configuration. The wire feeds through the retainer rings in one location and is attached to rings 
via hooks in two other locations. 
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Figure 11: NASA Langley Research Facility Diaphragm Self Opening Mechanism [25]. 
 
 
Figure 12: Self-Opening Diaphragm Wire to Diaphragm Bonding Method [25] 
Once the primary shock reaches a certain point along the shock tube the opening system is 
triggered and a voltage is run through the wire. Each prong consists of two lengths of wire, and 
since the current in these lengths is travelling in opposite directions a repelling force is generated. 
This force pushes the wires apart, tearing the thin film diaphragm and carrying it to the outside of 
the tube, hitting the retainer rings. A cavity in the retainers houses the wire and attached 
diaphragm material. This cavity must be sufficiently deep to ensure no diaphragm material 
remains in the tube to impede the test flow. A putty is placed in the recess to avoid the wire 
rebounding off the retainer ring wall.  
Subsequent tests performed by J. Moore [25] and C. Miller [27], discovered the following issues 
with this design. Moore found that the conductive wire could only withstand a certain opening 
force of 0.3-0.4KJ/mm2 before breaking. This limits the opening force, and hence the opening 
time for the system. Both Moore and Miller achieved minimum opening times of approximately 
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0.7ms. Moore also investigated the effects of diaphragm thickness on the operation of the self-
opening diaphragm. He discovered that for a thickness of 24µm the cement was not strong 
enough to keep the wire attached to the diaphragm as it was forced open. As a result, triangles of 
diaphragm would remain in the test section, significantly impeding the flow, see Figure 13. This 
thickness of diaphragm could hold approximately 90KPa over the 15cm internal diameter of the 
Langley Facility, hence there is a limit on the pressure difference across the diaphragm.  
 
Figure 13: Evidence of in-effective diaphragm opening with self-opening diaphragm in Langley Expansion Tube 
[25]  
Miller utilized the self-opening diaphragm in some of his experiments and concluded: 
“These diaphragms were time consuming to fabricate, plagued with pinhole leaks, unreliable in 
that the wire often tore loose from the Mylar during the opening process, and presented the 
possibility of diaphragm wires being swept downstream and damaging the nozzle entrance or 
survey rake.” [27] 
Despite these reservations Miller further investigated the operation of the self-opening 
diaphragm. Miller ran tests utilizing the system and found that the pitot tube experienced a 
relatively constant pressure, which could be considered the test time, for approximately 450µs, 
but that the fluctuations in pressure over this constant period where much greater than those for 
the case where no diaphragm was used. It should be noted that these pressure fluctuations could 
be due to the early opening of the diaphragm, and hence may not be avoided with the proposed 
valve system upgrade.  
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 U.S. Army Ballistic Research Laboratories: Nozzle Plate Replacement  
The U.S. Army encountered problems due to thin film diaphragm fragmentation in their 13m 
long, 0.184m I.D expansion tube in the late 1960’s. They found that large fragments were 
disturbing the test flow and as such investigated means to  retain it to ensure fragments did not 
become entrained in the flow [28]. J. Spurk proposed a ‘Nozzle Plate’ be introduced to hold the 
diaphragm at its initial location; the configuration of the plate is shown in Figure 14.  
 
Figure 14: U.S. Army Nozzle Plate Diaphragm Upgrade [29] 
The device consists of a 1 inch thick plate with multiple slightly diverging square cross section 
nozzles punched into it such half of the cross sectional area of the tube is blocked [29]. An 
annealed aluminium thin film diaphragm is attached to the upstream end of the plate and scribe 
with a cross at each nozzle to ensure it bursts such that each ‘petal’ folds neatly into one side of 
the square nozzles. When the shockwave hits the plate the thin film diaphragm is burst at each 
individual nozzle hole and the ‘petals’ fold into the nozzle such that they are parallel to the flow.  
Experiments were then conducted and it was discovered that velocity, density, pressure and test 
time are all similar to an original expansion tube. The percentage of useful tests was increased 
due to the reduction in measurement interference from diaphragm fragments. This device 
practically eliminates diaphragm fragmentation and no damage to instrumentation was seen 
during test runs [28, 29]. This is a promising design, and it would ensure diaphragm 
fragmentation problems are avoided. However, the presence of the solid metal plate could 
substantially increase the strength of the reflected shock formed as well as the amount of 
chemical dissociation and diaphragm vaporization due to stagnation, see Sections 1.3.2, 1.3.4 and 
1.3.5 this may result in large deviations between the test flows achieved with the nozzle plate and 
those utilizing the conventional thin film diaphragm method. However, as stated earlier, Spurk 
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did not observe any.such deviations. It also seems the nozzle plate would choke the flow, 
meaning it is no longer supersonic and the higher Mach numbers desired may be difficult to 
achieved.  
 Throat Plug 
In 1964 K. Bird proposed the use of a throat plug in shock tubes to block steel diaphragm 
fragments from entering the test section and causing damage to the model [30]. Bird’s idea lead 
to further investigation of the throat plug mechanism as a means to stop fragmentation damage in 
shock tubes, this was conducted by J. Lee et al. [31-34] from 2012 to 2015. 
The throat plug mechanism consists of a diamond shaped metal plug which is held centrally in 
the tube via two thin pieces of metal aligned parallel to the flow and attach to the tube walls. The 
plug is located just before the nozzle of the shock tube, see Figure 15. 
Lee conducted experimental investigations to determine the effects of the throat plug on the flow. 
This investigation tested three plugs, two which blocked 6.2% and 19.4% of the tube cross 
sectional area respectively and one which was the same size as the 19.4% blockage plug, but was 
mounted in a tube which expanded at the location of the plug, resulting in a net blockage of 0%. 
Lee showed that the presence of the plugs caused an initial deviation in pressure which subsided 
after 250 µs and that this deviation is increased with increasing blocked cross sectional area [31]. 
It was also discovered that only the 19.4% blockage plugs were sufficient to block diaphragm 
fragments [32]. It was also shown that varying the shape of the downstream end of the plug had 
negligible effect on the flow properties. Finally the 19.4% plug with the expanded tube was found 
to cause an increase in the entropy and enthalpy of the flow, this deviation from the realistic 
condition was undesirable and as such its use was discontinued [32]. 
Lee then investigated the application of a moving throat plug. This system operated in a similar 
manner to that of the stationary throat plug however it had the addition that the head of the plug 
was thrust forward on impact by the travelling shock, sealing with the nozzle and blocking the 
flow process, see Figure 16. 
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Figure 15: Basic Throat Plug Configuration [32] Figure 16: Design of Moving Throat Plug [31] 
Lee utilized a 19.4% tube area obstruction nozzle and also varied the plug weights. The moving 
plug was seen to close in approximately 1000µs, the closing time was found to increase with 
increasing plug weight. During the steady-flow test time, abrupt peaks in the test section flow 
pressure occurred more often with the moving plug system than the stationary plug system. Apart 
from these peaks, the differences in moving and stationary plug readings were negligible [33]. It 
was determined that the test flow for both cases was acceptably close to the no plug flow case 
[31]. 
This system could be applied to the end of an expansion tube to stop diaphragm fragments 
entering the test section, however, since Lee’s shock tube experiments, the throat plug is 
normally mounted just before the nozzle, and since expansion tubes don’t normally use a nozzle, 
significant flow disturbance could be introduced by the throat plug impeding the flow. The test 
gas temperature could also be increased from the desired temperature due to the flow stagnating 
against the upstream end of the plug and the nozzle edges. Finally, the increase in temperature 
due to stagnation could cause chemical dissociation as described in Section 1.3.4. 
 Centrifuge Method 
In 1959 it was proposed that diaphragm fragments could be removed from shock tunnel flow by 
deviating the flow through 10 degrees. This caused the diaphragm fragments which had more 
inertia than the test gas to be forced into the side wall boundary layer, removing them from the 
flow. A side effect of this method is an increase in flow disturbance [35]. The LENSX expansion 
tube facilities may currently be implementing this method, however there is limited literature 
describing the results they have achieved with the system. 
 Diaphragm Thickness and Material Modification 
In 2007 Dufrene et al. performed an investigation to determine the most appropriate material for 
the thin film diaphragm [11]. They tested aluminium foil, wax paper and a variety of plastics 
including Mylar and cellophane. It was identified that the ideal material is one that can resist the 
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pressure difference between the shock and acceleration tube, breaks cleanly and has minimal 
holding time before rupture. The foil and wax paper could not resist the pressure difference, and 
it was determined that the most suitable material was Mylar [11]. 
Investigations into the effects of thin film diaphragm thickness were conducted by T. Furukawa 
et al. in 2007 [14]. The researchers tested Mylar diaphragm thicknesses of 25µm and 3µm. 
Images were taken of the diaphragm rupture process and assessed to determine the effects of 
thickness on the transmitted and reflected shocks. The pressure ratio across the thin film 
diaphragm was also varied, with tests conducted at a ratio of 1:1 and then 218:1. It was concluded 
that in both cases the thicker diaphragm caused a more prominent reflected shock and increased 
both the transmitted and reflected shock deformation. The effects of diaphragm thickness on 
shock speed was investigated in 2014 by V. Miller et al. They tested diaphragm thicknesses of 
25, 12, 6, 2 and 0.5µm’s, using the ratio of the shock speed in the shock tube to shock speed in 
the acceleration tube to determine the proportional loss in shock speed for each thickness. Miller 
determined that there is no correlation between thin film diaphragm thickness and shock speed 
losses. Miller did however identify that the level of noise in pressure transducers located in the 
test section was reduced through the use of thinner diaphragms. 
The multiple investigations conducted by Furukawa, Dufrene and Miller all conclude that a thin, 
Mylar diaphragm is the best choice for reducing the negative effects of thin film diaphragms. 
However, the presence of the diaphragm means that reflected shocks, flow stagnation, chemical 
dissociation and diaphragm vaporization, as well as the main issue of fragmentation and 
associated model damage are unavoidable (see Section 1.3). 
 Crossed Wire Diaphragm Cutter 
In 2007 Dufrene et al. were conducting experiments to define the useful test range for a new 
small expansion tube facility located at the University of Illinois [11]. While conducting these 
experiments Dufrene discovered that large fragments from the thin film diaphragm were causing 
disturbances in the flow. It was proposed that two crossed wires, located downstream of the thin 
film diaphragm would cut the large fragments, reducing flow disturbances, Figure 17.  
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Figure 17: Crossed Wire Diaphragm Cutter [11] 
Dufrene concluded that the addition of the wire removed the fragmentation problems and the 
expansion tube was seen to still produce acceptable test flow [11].  However, Dufrene’s study 
aims at removing the presence of sizable pieces of diaphragm found in the test section after a 
shot. While the cutter may result in no large fragments entering the test section, both Wegener et 
al. and Furukawa [14, 21] have shown in Figure 6 and Figure 10 that the thin film diaphragm 
breaks into small fragments. For this reason, it is doubtful that this cross wired mechanism will 
cause a reduction in fragment size sufficient to avoid instrument damage. It is also doubtful that 
these thin wires would survive multiple expansion tube shots given the damage dealt to stainless 
Pitot swirl caps as observed by Gildfind in Figure 7 [18]. As such these wires could themselves 
introduce model damage by breaking during expansion tube operation. Finally, this mechanism 
does not address other thin film diaphragm issues, such as the formation of a reflected shock and 
the stagnation of the test gas, discussed in Section 1.3. 
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Chapter 3 Valve Type Selection 
As none of the solutions proposed or tested overcome all of the problems of the thin film 
diaphragm, an alternate solution is required. To begin to develop a valve mechanism which can 
replace the thin film diaphragm system currently used in expansion tubes an in depth review of 
the various valve types available first needs to be conducted. From this investigation each valve 
type can be assessed with regards to its suitability for the current project based off a list of 
functional requirements for the valve system. After determining the suitable valve designs, the 
most promising design can be identified. 
 Basic Valve Functionality Requirements 
Through the investigation conducted in Chapter 1 and Chapter 2 the basic functional 
requirements for the new system were determined. These are listed in Table 1. 
Table 1: Description and Justification of Desired Valve Functionality 
Functionality Justification # 
Short Opening Time 
A faster opening valve will allow the initiation of this opening to be later, hence 
the expansion waves caused by the removal of the valve will have less time to 
propagate into the surrounding gas before shock arrival, minimizing flow 
disturbances. Prior research has indicated that an opening time of less than 
0.5ms is necessary to achieve acceptable flow in UQ’s X2 facility [1]. 
(1) 
Completely clear expansion 
tube once mechanism is fully 
open (full bore). 
Any objects left in the tube will impede flow, causing unwanted complex flow 
disturbances such as reflected shocks and chemical dissociation due to 
stagnation. Impedances also increase numerical modelling difficulty. See 
Sections: 1.3.2, 1.3.3, 1.3.4 
(2) 
Opening achieved prior to 
shock arrival, not shock 
impact induced. 
Opening the mechanism via shock impact will likely cause a reflected shock and 
chemical dissociation due to flow stagnation. It also increases numerical 
simulation difficulty. See Sections: 1.3.2, 1.3.3, 1.3.4 
(3) 
Seal tubes sufficiently to 
ensure minimal flow 
contamination. 
Contamination of the expansion tube could result in a non-ideal expansion 
process and an undefined pressure ratio between the partitioned tube sections. 
Leakage must be sufficiently small so as to not affect the operation of the 
expansion tube. 
(4) 
Open with minimal flow 
disturbance. 
The valve mechanism must open with minimal disturbance to the test gas. 
Ideally a planar test gas front enters the test section creating a clear start time for 
testing. Disturbance of this layer reduces test time. It will also cause a non-ideal 
expansion process, complicating the numerical modelling process. 
(5) 
Resist high pressures without 
deformation 
The valve must withstand the pressures experienced in an expansion tube 
without failure. 
(6) 
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  Valve Type Investigation 
An initial investigation into the four main valve categories was conducted using the Valve 
Selection Handbook [36] and any fundamentally unsuitable categories were disregarded. A 
summary of the four categories and their suitability is presented in Table 2. A more in depth 
analysis of each valve category is shown in the Appendix, Section 10.1. 
Table 2: Assessment of Suitability of Various Valve Categories 
Valve Category Suitability Justification with reference to Table 1 
Manual Yes Potential to satisfy all criteria in Table 1 
Check No 
 Internal system, hence impede the flow after opening (2) 
 Open via fluid pressure: shock induced opening (3) 
 Disturb contact layer between fluids on either side (5) 
Pressure Relief No  Valve is a regulating valve, not applicable to this project 
Rupture Disk No  Currently used, problems led to this investigation. 
From Table 2, Manual valves were deemed the most suitable valve category for a thin film 
diaphragm replacement, hence an investigation focussed on manual valves was conducted. 
 Manual Valve Design Investigation 
The Valve Selection Handbook [36] was used in conjunction with a review of current industry 
rapid operating valves to determine which manual valve designs have the potential to achieve the 
functionality listed in Table 1. Table 3 presents a summary of this investigation. An extensive 
review of each valve type along the reason for its omittance and any rapid operating industry 
examples (if applicable) is shown in the Appendix, Section 10.1. 
Table 3: Manual Valve Design Investigation and Assessment of Applicability 
From Table 3 a gate valve is most suitable for this project. The plug valve is also promising, 
however it is expected to be difficult to align the plug perfectly with the expansion tube bore 
Valve Type Rapid Opening 
(1) 
Full Bore 
(2) 
Open prior to 
shock 
(3) 
Vacuum Seal 
(4) 
Flow Disturbance 
(5) 
Strength 
(6) 
Suitability 
Globe        
Piston        
Gate        
Plug  See 10.1.6       
Butterfly        
Pinch        
Diaphragm        
Iris        
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when in the open position, this is discussed further in Section 10.1.6. The following section 
describe the fundamental components of a typical gate valve and their functions, before presented 
a rapid operating gate valve currently in use in industry. The remainder of this report will then be 
dedicated to assessing the feasibility of implementing a gate valve system on UQ’s X2 expansion 
tube. 
 Basic Gate Valve Configuration and Operation 
A gate valve consists of four main components that are relevant to this thesis, the knife, sealing 
mechanism, accelerating mechanism and decelerating mechanism, as shown in Figure 18 below. 
This system is then mounted between the two tubes which are to be partitioned. 
 
Figure 18: Basic gate valve configuration 
If the valve is designed to open, as is desired for the expansion tube case, the knife is initially 
covering the tube bore and the sealing mechanism seals the tube from atmosphere. At the desired 
opening initiation time, the accelerating mechanism begins to move the knife until either the 
knife end or a cut-out in the knife clears the tube bore, leaving the fluid free to flow. The 
decelerating mechanism then slows and stops the knife in the open position. 
Accelerating/Decelerating 
Mechanism (Pneumatic) 
Sealing Mechanism 
(O-ring face seal) 
Knife 
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 Rapid Operating Industry Valve 
Gate valves are currently used in industry for rapid operation applications, one such system is 
that produced in 2013 by VAT group. It aimed to achieve an opening time of less than 10ms [37]. 
The gate valve produced is shown below in Figure 19. Initially the gate is latched closed via 6 
and sealed at 2, 3 and 4. During operation the latch is removed and high pressure air enters the 
system, pushing the piston, 5, down and moving the gate into the open position. 
 
Figure 19: Rapid Opening Industry Gate Valve [37] 
This design was taken to testing and it was discovered that the gate could open with up to 1.2 bar 
of pressure across the gate, achieving an opening time of 4.6±0.1ms for a tube bore of 40mm. 
While this time is promising, it falls short of the 0.5ms targeted in Table 1: (1) despite this system 
having a smaller bore than the X2’s 85mm tube. 
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Chapter 4 Gate Valve Models 
The first step in assessing the feasibility of the gate valve system is to develop a number of gate 
valve models which can be taken through the parametric analysis process. To do this, basic 
models were first identified (Section 4.1), following this, possible mechanisms to accelerate and 
decelerate the knife were assessed and necessary model modifications identified (Section 4.2 and 
Section 4.3). Finally, possible systems to seal the gate valve were identified (Section 4.4). At the 
end of this Chapter the final gate valve models which will be taken into the parametric analysis 
are presented (Section 4.6). 
 Basic Models 
Two conventional models have been developed, a ‘Compression’ model in which the gate valve 
knife is loaded in compression when accelerating and a ‘Tension’ model where the knife is 
loaded in tension to accelerate it. Both of these models possess holes in the knife which align 
with the expansion tube when the valve is in the open position. A third ‘No Hole’ model was also 
developed in which the knife is loaded in tension and completely removed from the expansion 
tube. The shock and acceleration tubes then clamp together, sealing the internal flow from the 
atmosphere. This model does not need to be decelerated, meaning it may be able to open more 
rapidly. No model is presented where the knife is compressed to accelerate it and does not 
possess a hole because the accelerating mechanism would then run into the expansion tube as it 
forces the knife open. The three models are presented below in Figure 20, Figure 21 and Figure 
22. 
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Figure 20: Basic 'Compression' Model 
 
Figure 21: Basic 'Tension' Model 
 
Figure 22: Basic 'No Hole' Model 
 Acceleration Mechanism 
To accurately determine an achievable gate valve opening time, the most suitable mechanism for 
accelerating the knife must be identified. To do this, the accelerating mechanism used on 
majority of rapid operating industry gate valves was identified and its suitability for this 
application was assessed. 
The most commonly used automated gate valve accelerating mechanism is a piston with a rapid 
release valve. The forced edge of the gate valve knife is attached to a piston via a con-rod, the 
piston is housed in a sealed cylinder. When the knife is in the closed position, the piston is held 
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against the top of the cylinder. When triggered, high pressure gas is rapidly injected into the 
cylinder above or below the piston (depending on if the ‘Compression’ or ‘Tension’ case is being 
considered), forcing the piston and the knife into the open position. This mechanism has been 
successfully utilized by the VAT group to rapidly open a gate valve in less than 5ms, see Section 
3.2.3. 
The advantage of using this method is that the acceleration achieved by the system can easily be 
regulated by varying the pressure of the gas injected into the cylinder and the piston radius. The 
system also allows for rapid accelerating as the pressure is converted quickly to kinetic energy. 
Finally, a piston system means that the accelerating force can be stopped immediately by venting 
the cylinder once the piston passes a certain point. 
Comparing this mechanism with a spring system highlights these advantages. Varying the 
acceleration achieved with springs would mean increasing the deflection of the spring, or 
changing the spring entirely. If the spring is stretched further, the distance the knife must travel 
before there is no longer an accelerating force is longer, which is inconvenient. If the springs 
needed to be replaced, this would be expensive and time consuming. Springs would also take a 
longer time to expand/contract and release their energy when compared to a piston-pressure 
system. This decreases the likelihood of them being able to open the gate valve in less than 
0.5ms. Finally, the spring would continue to force the knife until it has reached its equilibrium 
position, making it harder to decelerate the knife. Figure 23 shows the basic configuration for the 
compression case.  
              
Figure 23: Basic Piston Acceleration Mechanism (Compression) 
Piston 
Con-rod 
Knife 
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 Achievable Acceleration 
Using the piston mechanism described in the previous section, the achievable acceleration can be 
calculated. The acceleration depends on the piston radius and the mass of the system (knife, con-
rod and piston) and is described by Equation ( 1 ). 
𝑎𝑎 =
𝑃𝐶 × 𝐴
𝑚
 ( 1 ) 
Note that when accelerating in the ‘Tension’ and ‘No Hole’ cases, the area used in Equation ( 1 ), 
is the piston area minus the area of the con-rod, similarily when decelerating in the 
‘Compression’ case the con-rod reduces the area the pressure force can act. Figure 24 shows the 
variation in acceleration with system mass and acceleration for a 10MPa piston pressure. 10MPa 
was chosen because 20MPa gas cylinders are purchased by The University of Queensland, and it 
is desirable to get more than one shot per cylinder to reduce costs and decrease time per shot. 
This piston pressure will be used in the parametric analysis, but can be varied if the design is not 
successful with 10MPa. 
 
Figure 24: Acceleration Achieved for 10MPa Cylinder Pressure, varying Piston Diameter and System Mass 
 Required Acceleration 
The knife will be forced under constant acceleration until the hole just begins to clear the 
expansion tube, then a decelerating force will be applied to slow and stop the knife in position. 
This means that the main criteria on the acceleration of the knife is that it can achieve a final 
velocity high enough to allow the knife to be decelerated to a stop at a certain rate while still 
clearing the expansion tube bore in 0.5ms. The required velocity of the knife once it has finished 
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accelerating can be determined based off the deceleration rate of the knife, this is described in 
Section 4.3.1. Once this velocity is known, the acceleration required to achieve this speed can be 
calculated using Equation ( 2 ). 
𝑎𝑎 =
𝑣1
2
2 × 𝑑𝑅𝑈
 ( 2 ) 
Where 𝑑𝑅𝑈 is the distance the knife travels between when it begins to move and when the hole 
begins to clear the expansion tube, this distance has been termed ‘Run Up’ and is illustrated in 
Figure 25 for the ‘Compression’ and ‘Tension’ cases as well as the ‘No Hole’ case.  
 
 
Figure 25: 'Run-Up' Definition 
Increasing the Run-Up rapidly reduces the required acceleration, as shown by Figure 26. 
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Figure 26: Effect of Run-Up on Required Acceleration 
By manipulating Equation ( 2 ) it can be seen that once an achievable acceleration is known, the 
required Run Up to achieve a given final velocity can be calculated. 
 Decelerating Mechanism 
Now that the accelerating mechanism has been determined, the decelerating mechanism must be 
chosen. To do this the mechanisms used to rapidly decelerate pistons in industry were 
investigated.  
The most prominent method for decelerating pistons is termed cylinder cushioning [38]. This 
method operates by utilizing the pocket of air formed in front of the piston in the cylinder. As the 
piston completes its stroke this air pocket is compressed, increasing the resistance force it applies 
to the piston head. A ‘cushioning brush’ is used to regulate the rate at which the air is allowed to 
‘escape’ this air pocket. Throughout the majority of the piston motion a large airflow is allowed 
out of the cylinder, resulting in very little piston deceleration. As the piston reaches the end of the 
cylinder the brush progressively blocks more of the airflow, resulting in the air pocket being 
pressurized at an increasing rate. If the moderation of air is done correctly, the piston will be 
‘ideally cushioned’ and will stop exactly at the end of the cylinder without any impact. Figure 27 
shows describes the cylinder cushioning concept. 
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Figure 27: Cylinder Cushioning [39] 
This mechanism has many advantages. By varying the shape of the brush and utilizing a bleed 
screw to moderate the amount of air allowed to escape, the deceleration rate can be varied and 
optimized. It also means no extra mechanisms need to be added to the system, since the 
decelerating mechanism will be incorporated into the piston. 
 Required Deceleration 
As the knife hole begins to clear the expansion tube, the accelerating force will be removed and 
the decelerating force will begin to slow the knife. The deceleration rate will be modelled as 
constant in the feasibility analysis to simplify calculations; however, this may be changed if no 
feasible configuration is obtained. As stated in Table 1, the knife hole must clear the expansion 
tube bore in 0.5ms. If the knife is being decelerated at a constant rate, the initial velocity required 
so that the knife achieves a given opening time is calculated using Equation ( 3 ). 
𝑣1 =
𝐷𝐸 − 0.5𝑎𝑑𝑡𝑜
2
𝑡𝑜
 ( 3 ) 
If the deceleration only occurs over a circular knife cut-out the forces required to decelerate the 
knife are extremely high. To avoid these high stresses, the knife hole can be lengthened. This will 
allow the knife to be decelerated over a longer distance, reducing the stress on the knife and 
decreasing the likelihood of knife failure. Figure 28 outlines the concept of increasing the hole 
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length. Recall that in the ‘No Hole’ case the knife can be decelerated over a much larger distance 
as it will no longer be effecting the expansion tube. 
 
Figure 28: Increased Hole Length Concept 
If the knife is decelerating from a set initial velocity at a constant rate, the required hole length to 
allow the knife to come to a complete stop can be found using Equation ( 4 ). 
𝐿𝐻 =
−𝑣1
2
2𝑎𝑑
 ( 4 ) 
 Sealing Mechanism 
As expressed in Table 1, desired functionality (4), a key function of the gate valve is that the 
amount of gas leaked from or to the shock and acceleration tubes respectively, prior to and during 
operation, does not result in unsatisfactory expansion tube flow results. This section aims to 
address this constraint, first emphasizing the importance of minimizing leakage (Section 4.4.1) 
before identifying the allowable leak rate (Section 4.4.2). Various sealing mechanisms used in 
industry are then investigated (Section 4.4.3) and possible leak paths for the gate valve system are 
identified (Sections 4.4.2 and 4.4.4). Finally, a number of suitable sealing systems which may 
minimize leakage sufficiently to achieve acceptable expansion tube flow are proposed in Section 
4.4.5.  
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 Importance of Valve Sealing 
In 2007 McGilvray et. al. investigated the effects that contamination of the acceleration tube had 
on flow properties [40] as part of their attempt to simulate certain test conditions in the 
University of Illinois’ Hypervelocity Expansion Tube. McGilvray et. al. were able to accurately 
simulate the flow through the shock tube, however found that the results from their simulation of 
the acceleration tube varied from those obtained experimentally. They suggested that this could 
be due to contamination of the low pressure helium filled acceleration tube prior to the thin film 
diaphragm bursting. This may result from improper evacuation of the acceleration tube, as well 
as leakage into the tube through the numerous leak paths created by gauge and diaphragm seals. 
Since helium has a very low molecular weight, any air leakage quickly increases the average 
molecular weight of the gas, resulting in a large deviation in the resulting test flow properties. To 
investigate this, they varied the contamination level of the acceleration tube at the beginning of 
their simulation and compared the resulting flow properties at the exit of the acceleration tube. It 
was identified that a small amount of contamination can greatly affect the resulting test gas 
properties, as shown in Figure 29 which compares their simulation results for 0%, 10% and 20% 
acceleration tube contamination. 
 
Figure 29: Effects of Acceleration Tube Contamination Prior to Thin Film Diaphragm Burst. 
McGilvray et. al. showed that by introducing 8% air contamination they could match their 
simulations to the experimental data they achieved. This simulation emphasises the importance of 
reducing valve leakage to ensure consistent initial shock and acceleration tube pressures can be 
achieved. 
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 Allowable Leakage 
To determine the required sealing mechanism and sealing force, the amount of leakage which can 
be allowed before significantly deviating expansion tube operation needs to be identified. The 
Valve Selection Handbook [36] identifies four valve seal classes: nominal-leakage, low-leakage, 
steam, and atom. The Valve Selection Handbook states that the nominal-leakage and low-leakage 
classes are mainly utilized for flow regulation valves and are not suitable for shut off valves, 
hence these sealing classes would not be suitable for the expansion tube gate valve. The 
Handbook also identifies that for most valves steam-class seals are suitable, however as described 
in Section 4.4.1, due to helium’s low molecular weight, a small amount of leakage greatly 
influences the resulting test flow properties. Hence, due to the importance of minimizing 
contamination, it is desirable to aim to achieve an atom class seal.  
Table 4: Leakage Criterion for Helium [36] 
Leakage-Class Criterion Gas Leak Rate 
Steam 6.1 × 10−2 − 6.1 × 10−1𝑐𝑐/𝑠  𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑙 
Atom 6.1 × 10−6 − 6.1 × 10−5𝑐𝑐/𝑠  𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑙 
 
 Investigation of High Speed Industry Seals 
4.4.3.1 MONOVAT Gate Valve Seal 
The sealing mechanism used on VAT groups rapid opening gate valve (see Figure 19) is the 
MONOVAT sealing system, created by the same company [37]. Figure 30 shows the 
MOVOVAT seal system. 
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Figure 30: MONOVAT Sealing Mechanism [37] 
The MONOVAT seal utilizes a vulcanised seal which is forced axially up against the seat to 
block fluid flow. This system could be modified to seal on both sides of the knife prior to and 
after valve opening. VAT state that this sealing system provides a leak rate of less than 9.87 ×
10−10𝑠𝑡. 𝑐𝑐/𝑠 for up to a 56mm diameter seal [41]. By comparing this to the atomic class seal 
requirements in Table 4 it can be seen that this leak rate is acceptable. While this sealing system 
does fulfil the leakage rate criteria when the valve is in the open or closed position, it fails to 
provide any sealing when the knife is in motion. This may result in a large pressure drop in the 
shock tube and contamination in the acceleration tube and the resulting test flow conditions may 
deviate from the desired flow conditions.  
4.4.3.2 Industry Knife Gate Valve Transverse Seals 
Wey Knife Gate Valves use a transverse seal held against the face of the knife to reduce the 
systems leakage to atmosphere [42]. This same method is common across many industry gate 
valves with Delta Industrial Valves utilizing a similar system [43], both the Wey and Delta 
sealing systems are shown below in Figure 31. 
Knife 
Seat 
Seal 
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Wey Transverse Seal [42] Delta Transverse Seal [43] 
  
Figure 31: Industry Gate Valve Seals. 
Both systems utilize circular elastomer seals with a scraper on either side. Since the expansion 
tube gate valve operates to seal a gas, not liquids as in the above cases, the scraper mechanisms 
are not required. These gate valves operate at much lower speeds than the expansion tube gate 
valve requires to open in less than 0.5ms, however the same sealing systems may be able to be 
adjusted to suit the higher speeds of the expansion tube application. 
 Leak Path Identification 
To design an appropriate seal system, the possible leak paths associated with the gate valve knife 
must first be identified and the required seal positions specified.  
First consider the knife in the closed position prior to expansion tube firing. The leak path in this 
case is the interface between the acceleration and shock tube ends and the gate valve knife, 
defined as leak path 1 in Figure 32.  
Now consider the system as it opens for the case where an extended knife cut-out (as described in 
Section 4.3.1) is implemented. Up until the knife cut out begins to appear the tubes remaines 
sealed against the face of the knife. However once the cut-out begins to enter the tube bore an 
additional leak path is created, the face of the knife is no longer pressed against the seals at the 
position of the cut-out, leak path 2 in Figure 32. Finally, once the extended cut-out is in the 
closed position, a third leak path, similar to leak path 2 is created, whereby the air escapes 
through the knife cut-out, leak path 3 on Figure 32. 
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Figure 32: 'Compression' and 'Tension' case leak paths 
In the case where no cut-out is used, leak path 1 still needs to be sealed, but leak path 2 and 3 no 
longer exist. Instead the fourth leak path is introduced as the knife is removed from in between 
the expansion tubes, defined as leak path 4 in Figure 33. 
 
Figure 33: 'No Hole' case leak paths 
 Proposed Sealing Mechanisms 
4.4.5.1 Sliding Seal 
The seal design process began by assessing the suitability of the simplest design, two seals which 
are housed into flanges attached to the ends of both the shock and acceleration tubes as shown in 
Figure 34, and slide over the face of the knife. This design may successfully block leak paths 1, 2 
and 3 in Figure 32. Note that in the ‘No Hole’ case the large outer seal is not necessary. 
Leak Path 1 
Leak Path 2 
Leak Path 3 
Leak Path 1 
Leak Path 4 
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Figure 34: Proposed sliding seal mechanism 
Note also that this flange configuration introduces another leak path in the ‘Tension’ case, as 
shown in Figure 35. This leak path can be blocked by increasing the length of the knife so that 
the outer seal is always in contact with the face of the knife. This will increase the knife mass, but 
is necessary for this design.  
 
Figure 35: Leak path introduced by sliding seal 
Through the industry investigation (Section 4.4.3) it was identified that a transverse elastomer 
ring seal is the most commonly used system for sealing against the knife of gate valves, hence the 
application of such a system on the expansion tube gate valve will be investigated first. These 
seals often require minimal sealing force and can be constructed with materials that have very 
low friction. With this knowledge, seal cross-sectional shapes and materials were investigated 
using The Seal and Sealing Handbook [44].  
It should be noted early in this section that traditional transverse seals such as those used in 
Section 4.4.3 operate with relative motion between the seal and sealing surface in the order of 
tens of meters per second; this application requires hundreds of meters per second to achieve the 
Seals mounted into 
flange 
Acceleration Tube Shock Tube 
Knife 
Flanges 
Sealing Force 
Leak Path 
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0.5ms opening time. This will have drastic effects on the achievable leak rate and the wear of the 
sealing mechanism. The increased speed could simply result in a reduction in sealing as the knife 
slides, before returning to the full seal when the knife is slowed. On the other hand, it could result 
in complete seal failure and inadequate sealing during and after opening.  In this section a design 
is proposed which is suitable for low speed applications, and incorporates many aspects which 
increase the likelihood of success at higher speeds, however further testing needs to be done to 
determine the full effects of the excess speed. 
Spiral failure is when frictional forces cause the seal to roll and subsequently tear, resulting in 
sudden seal failure. The high speed and friction associated with the expansion tube application 
will mean that spiral failure is a major concern. To avoid spiral failure two things can be done, 
the friction between the seal and the sealing face can be reduced through material selection (this 
will be discussed in the next section), and the cross-section can be modified to increase stability. 
Shapes such as O-rings have little resistance to this failure mode and as such are unsuitable for 
expansion tube gate valve. The Handbook recommends either the X-ring or T-ring cross sections 
for maximum resistance to spiral failure, these are shown below in Figure 36. 
X-ring T-ring 
  
Figure 36: Stable Seal Cross-Sections [44]. 
Due to the high speed and friction, it is likely that the seal will only withstand a single use before 
having to be replaced. For this reason, X-rings are a more desirable sealing system as they will be 
cheaper, simpler and easier to fit. X-rings are slightly less stable than T-rings, hence if spiral 
failure occurs upon testing of a prototype gate valve it is recommended that T-rings be 
implemented. 
Another method to reduce the likelihood of spiral failure, along with reducing the heating of the 
seal and its resistance to sliding, is to customize the seal material to reduce the friction between 
the seal and the sealing surface. The Seals and Sealing Handbook [44] identifies that 
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Fluorocarbons such as Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) have very low friction coefficients and, in 
the case of PTFE good heat resistance. These characteristics mean that Fluorocarbons are 
extensively used in industry dynamic applications where low friction is required. A completely 
PTFE seal would require a high sealing force due to PTFE being a hard plastic, this high sealing 
force would result in undesirable increased wear and heating. If an elastomer core is used, the 
high elasticity of the elastomer reduces the sealing force required. PTFE can be applied as a thin 
coating to seals, retaining the high elasticity of the internal elastomer, but reducing friction. A 
PTFE encapsulated O-ring is shown in Figure 37. 
 
Figure 37: PTFE Encapsulated Seal [45] 
Again using the Seals and Sealing Handbook [44] various elastomers were assessed with 
particular emphasis on their use in dynamic seal applications. Through this investigation it was 
identified that Carboxylated Nitrile (XNBR) has good resistance to tearing, hence will resist 
spiral failure, and is commonly used in dynamic applications as a result. Therefore, XNBR 
should be used as the core elastomer in the expansion tube gate valve seal.  
The final parameter that needs to be defined is the compressive force required to seal the ring. 
The frictional force which will resist the motion of the knife is directly proportional to the 
compressive sealing force. By calculating the compressive force necessary, the resistance on the 
gate valve knife due to seal friction can be incorporated into gate valve feasibility calculations. 
Parkers O-ring Handbook [46] (despite this being an O-ring handbook, the parameters required 
for O-rings give a good approximation of those for X-rings) states that the maximum 
recommended squeeze (percentage compression) for dynamic applications is 16%. Using the 
maximum percentage ensures the resulting frictional resistance forces are overestimated, making 
the analysis conservative. The seal cross-section used for calculations will be 5.334mm, a larger 
cross section decreases the likelihood of spiral failure, however increases the friction on the seal, 
which in turn increases heating of the seal. Hence a mid-range seal cross-section was chosen. 
Using these parameters, Parkers Handbook (Figure 2-7: .210 (inch) Cross Section), states that the 
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compression force required is 1.75-1.93N/cm of seal (again, the maximum will be used to be 
conservative). The seal diameter for the ‘Compression’ and ‘Tension’ cases will need to be much 
larger than just the expansion tube diameter, as shown in Figure 34. The exact diameter will 
depend on the knife hole size, but it is expected that this will be less than twice the expansion 
tube diameter. While the diameter for the ‘No Hole’ case only needs to be slightly larger than the 
expansion tube diameter. Using this expected hole length, the seal circumferential length can be 
determined as ~75𝑐𝑚, hence the required compressive force is 145N. 
This introduces a problem as the 200KPa pressure differential across the knife (as specified in 
Section 1.2.4) will force the knife into the acceleration tube seal, produce a compression force 
larger than that required. To reduce the compressive force on the seal a number of rollers will be 
mounted into the face of the acceleration tube flange. The majority of the compressive force will 
then be transferred into the acceleration tube through these rollers, with only the required 145N 
acting on the seal. Figure 38 illustrates this concept. 
   
Figure 38: Rollers mounted in face of acceleration tube to transfer the  
compressive force from the knife away from seals 
Finally, the leak rate of this mechanism must be assessed to determine if it matches the atomic 
leak criteria specified in Table 4. 
The leak rate is approximated using the Parker O-ring Handbook [46] leak rate approximation. 
The theory used to calculate the following leak rate is shown in the Appendix, Section 10.2. 
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Table 5: Leak Rate Approximation for X-ring Sliding Seal 
Seal Position 
Approximate Leak Rate 
[cc/sec] 
Atomic Criteria [cc/sec] 
Seal 7.5 × 10−6 1.8 × 10−5 
Table 5 shows that the leak rate approximation achieved using the X-ring design is lower than the 
atomic seal requirements. While this calculation is just an approximation, it shows that the leak 
rate is in the vicinity of the atomic class. 
4.4.5.2 Reduced Friction Step-Seal 
As discussed in Section 4.4.5.1, the main concern for a sealing mechanism which slides over the 
surface of the knife is spiral failure due to the high friction generated between the seal and sealing 
surface during opening of the gate valve. While material selection and seal cross section can be 
manipulated to reduce the likelihood of spiral failure, both of which have been addressed in 
Section 4.4.5.1, spiral failure may still occur. In this section, a design which reduces the friction 
and hence the likelihood of seal failure due to spiral or heating is proposed. This reduction in 
friction will lead to increased leakage when the knife is in motion, however due to the limited 
time in motion, this may not result in large deviations in test flow properties. The design is 
similar to that proposed in Figure 38, except the rollers are mounted on both flanges and only 
along the edges, outside the seal width. The knife thickness will be constant over the width of the 
seals, but vary outside this width. In the closed or open position, the outer edge of the knife is the 
same width as the inner section, hence the full force necessary for sealing is applied to the X-
rings. However, when the knife is in motion a thicker section of the outer edge runs in between 
the rollers, pushing the shock and acceleration tubes back on sliding sleeves (see Section 4.4.5.4), 
reducing the sealing force, hence friction and heating. Figure 39 details the proposed design as it 
would be implemented if the knife were loaded in tension.  
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Figure 39: Step Seal Illustration 
This mechanism reduces the friction on the seals, hence reducing the risk of failure due to the 
seal spiralling, wearing or heating. The same seal as outlined in Section 4.4.5.1 should be used 
with this mechanism to reduce the risk of failure in the initial stages of opening before the 
increased thickness sections of the knife have reduced the pressure on the seals. 
4.4.5.3 ‘No Hole’ Case 
In the ‘No-hole’ case leak path 2 and 3 are avoided leak path 4 is introduced Figure 33. The 
sliding seal described in Section 4.4.5.1 can be utilized for the no-hole case, and if necessary the 
step mechanism may be used to reduce the likelihood of seal failure, as described in Section 
4.4.5.2. In both cases the outer seal is not necessary as it is implemented to seal leak path 2 and 3 
which do not exist in the ‘no-hole’ case. A new sealing mechanism must now be designed to seal 
leak path 4. 
Expansion Tube Sleeve 
Knife 
Rollers 
Seals 
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The basis of this mechanism will be a sliding joint which is attached to the shock and acceleration 
tube ends and closes once the gate valve knife has been removed. See Figure 40. 
 
Figure 40: Sliding Sleeve Joint 
This sliding sleeve joint is described in detail in Section 4.4.5.4. 
4.4.5.4 Sliding Sleeve Joint 
Both the step seal mechanism described in Section 4.4.5.2 and the ‘No-Hole’ case described in 
Section 4.4.5.3 require a joint which can increase and decrease the gap between the shock and 
acceleration tube. This section assesses the feasibility of such a joint by investigating similar 
mechanisms used on UQ’s expansion tube facilities, before proposing a design which may be 
suitable for the gate valve application. 
When a free-piston driven expansion tube is fired recoil forces are generated. These forces cause 
vibrations in the shock tube which are then transmitted into the acceleration tube, producing noise 
in wall mounted pressure sensors. In 2015 Gildfind et. al. [47] investigated the possibility of a 
sliding joint to decouple the shock and acceleration tubes, meaning that the vibrations would not 
be transmitted into the acceleration tube and sensor interference would be reduced. 
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Figure 41: Sliding Joint to De-Couple Shock and Acceleration Tubes [47] 
This joint consists of two components (15 and 16 in Figure 41) which screw onto the shock and 
acceleration tube ends. The upstream component slides inside the downstream component and the 
joint is sealed using O-rings (4). Steel shafts (2) and Nylatron alignment bands (3) align the two 
joint components. Compression springs (9) are used to push the joint closed.  
During operation recoil forces overcome the compression springs and push the shock tube 
backwards, increasing the gap between the two tubes (see image c) in Figure 41). The piston then 
rapidly decelerates as it reaches the end of the compression cylinder, pushing the shock tube 
forwards and closing the gap again, the compression springs then maintain the closed position for 
the rest of the shot.  
This sliding joint has been successfully utilized on UQ’s X3 facility to reduce the noise 
introduced by recoil. The joint described above can introduce an extension of 100mm, much 
more than the 4-5mm needed to close the gap left by removing the gate valve knife in the ‘No 
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Hole’ case, or the <1mm required for the step roller described in Section 4.4.5.2. By modifying 
this design, a joint which allows the gap between the shock and acceleration tubes to be varied 
can be developed. The proposed mechanism is shown below in Figure 42. 
The ‘Gate Valve Sliding Joint’ consists of three components, two stationary components which 
screw onto the ends of the shock and acceleration tubes as with Gildfind’s original design (3 and 
4 in Figure 42) and a third sliding piece which fits into the shock tube stationary component (5), 
sealing with O-rings (6). The acceleration tube attachment is a stationary flange which houses the 
X-ring seals (7) and presses against the face of the knife (8). The three components are axially 
aligned using steel shafts placed outside the width of the knife which run through linear bearings 
(9). On the shaft, between the stationary and sliding components on the shock tube end, are 
compressed springs (10) which apply the force to keep the sliding component sealed against the 
face of the knife throughout the entire operation and to close the gap between the tubes in the ‘No 
hole’ case once the knife has been removed. This system could be modified to use high pressure 
air to fire the sliding joint closed once the knife has been removed, as this may be able to achieve 
faster closure times.  
 
Figure 42: Gate Valve Sliding Joint 
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Table 6: Gate Valve Sliding Joint Component List 
Component List 
1 Shock Tube 6 O-ring Seals 
2 Acceleration Tube 7 X-ring Seals 
3 Upstream Stationary Component 8 Knife 
4 Downstream Stationary Component 9 Steel Alignment Shaft 
5 Sliding Component 10 Compression Springs 
 Summary of Valve Sealing 
In this section, the importance of sealing the gate valve was emphasised before an investigation 
into industry gate valve seals was conducted. Using this knowledge, a preliminary sealing 
mechanism suitable for the ‘Compression’ and ‘Tension’ cases was proposed and modifications 
to reduce the likelihood of this mechanism failing were presented. Following this a sealing 
mechanism for the ‘No Hole’ case was presented. 
For the remainder of this thesis, the preliminary sealing model described in Section 4.4.5.1 will 
be assumed. This model produces the most friction, hence if the gate valve can achieve the 0.5ms 
opening time with the highest friction, subsequent modifications which reduce the friction will 
increase its performance. Since the maximum normal force needed to seal this model is 145N as 
given in Section 4.4.5.1, and the coefficients of friction for PTFE for dynamic application is ~0.2 
[48, 49], the maximum  friction force can be calculated as 72.5N (including both sides of the 
knife). This value will be incorporated into calculations for the remainder of this thesis. 
 Material Selection 
Before conducting the feasibility analysis, a number of suitable materials must be identified to 
utilize in the investigation. To do this, the desired material properties must be identified and the 
various available materials assessed against these properties to determine their suitability. Table 7 
identifies and justifies the desired material properties. 
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Table 7: Desired Material Properties Justification 
Material Property Justification 
High Specific 
Young’s Modulus 
As stated in Section 1.2.2, in the closed position the area of the 
knife covering the tube bore must resist excessive deflection with a 
transverse pressure difference of 200KPa. A materials resistance to 
bending is largely determined by the magnitude of its Young’s 
Modulus. 
High Specific 
Strength 
From Table 1 requirement (1), the knife must be able to resist the 
large forces (compression or tension) required to move it from the 
closed position to the open position in less than 0.5ms. 
Low Density  
(inherent in first two criteria) 
From Table 1 requirement (1), the knife must be light weight to 
reduce the force needed to move it from the closed position to the 
open position in less than 0.5ms. 
Price 
The high stresses associated with the rapid operation of the gate 
valve may deform the knife, meaning it needs to be replaced after 
each shot, in this case a cheaper knife material is desirable 
 Composite Material Analysis 
Composite materials were investigated because, along with high Specific Young’s Modulus and 
Strength, the lamina can be oriented such that the sheet is stronger in a given direction. This 
means material (and hence mass) is not wasted providing strength in directions it is not needed. 
The unidirectional operation of gate valves means that a correctly constructed composite material 
may be more suitable than a homogeneous material. A composite material design analysis was 
conducted following the procedures outlined in Composite Airframe Structures Practical Design 
Information and Data [50]. This analysis determined the best fibre, resin and ply orientation 
before determining the theoretical material properties necessary for the gate valve analysis. The 
Python script used to carry out classical laminate theory calculations is detailed in the Appendix 
Section 10.3.  
4.5.1.1 Ply Lay-Up 
Initial analysis utilizing a metal knife showed that the critical failure mode was the 0.1mm 
transverse deflection criteria in majority of cases. This meant that the composite lay-up would 
need to be quasi-isotropic as the transverse deflection causes even stresses in all directions. The 
lay-up also needed to be symmetric to avoid uneven bending when loaded either transversely or 
axially. For these reasons, the following ply lay-up was used: 
[0, ±45,90]𝑠 
It was proposed that to better utilize the composite material a light weight core could be added. 
The core would increase the bending stiffness, meaning the transverse deflection criteria is more 
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easily fulfilled and the face sheets could be oriented in the axial direction to resist the loads 
created when accelerating or decelerating the knife. Due to time constraints this idea was not 
pursued further, instead the symmetric quasi-isotropic lay-up with no core was utilized. If the 
gate valve concept is shown not to be feasible with the current simplified composite analysis, a 
more rigorous analysis should be undertaken which looks at implementing a lightweight core and 
optimizing ply orientation.  
4.5.1.2 Material Selection 
From Table 7, the desired material properties are a low density, high young’s modulus and high 
failure strength. These properties were used to assess a number of available composites listed in 
MIL-HDBK-17-2F Volume 2 of 5. Dr Heitzmann, a researcher at UQ specializing in composite 
materials, was also consulted throughout the composite analysis. From the MIL Handbook, M55J 
6k/954-3 unidirectional tape was identified as the most suitable composite material and Dr 
Heitzmann advised also analysing a composite readily available at UQ, M18/1 Hexcel. 
4.5.1.3 Material Properties and Failure Modes 
With the lamina orientation defined, Classical Laminate Theory could be used to determine the 
material properties of each composite in the principle directions. The lamina orientation 
directions are identified with respect to the principle directions in Figure 43.  
 
Figure 43: Composite Direction Conventions 
Component failure was determined using the maximum stress theory which estimates the failure 
point as that at which the fibre or matrix yield stress is exceeded. The composite was then 
modelled in FEA as an isotropic homogeneous material. There are many failure mechanisms for 
composites including fibre breakage, fibre pull-out, fibre micro-buckling, delamination, matrix 
cracking, de-bonding or a combination of any of these failure modes. To accurately model these 
failure modes, more complex composite FEA techniques need to be used, however due to time 
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constraints, such an in-depth analysis will not be conducted in this thesis. It is recommended that 
if this preliminary analysis determines that the use of a composite material is necessary, a more 
rigorous investigation of composite failure be conducted before prototype development. 
The following material properties were determined: 
Table 8: Overall Composite Material Properties 
 Material Property 
Composite 𝐸𝑥𝑥 
[GPa] 
𝐸𝑦𝑦 
[GPa] 
𝐺𝑥𝑦 
[GPa] 
𝑣𝑥𝑦 𝑣𝑦𝑥 𝜎𝐹𝑎𝑖𝑙 
[MPa] 
M18/1 Hexcel 49.9 49.9 19.1 0.307 0.307 313 
M55J 6K/954-3 116.7 116.7 43.9 0.329 0.329 577 
 Metal Analysis 
High specific strength and stiffness materials were identified from the aeronautical industry as the 
material criteria for aeroplanes is similar to those described in Table 7. One of the most 
prominent materials used in aeroplanes is AL 7075-T6. This material has a very high specific 
strength and stiffness, and is reasonably priced, making it a promising material for the gate valve 
application. Structural steel, ASTM A36, was also assessed despite its lower specific properties 
as it is a cheaper material, hence may be more realistic if the knife needs to be replaced after 
every shot. 
 Material Selection Summary 
Table 9 below states the materials chosen and justifies this choice using the criteria described in 
Table 7. 
Table 9: Gate Valve Knife Material Justification 
Material 
Specific Young’s 
Modulus [Pa.m3/kg] 
Specific Tensile 
Strength [Pa.m3/kg] 
Price 
 
Availability 
Al 7075-T6 [51] 25.5 × 106 17.9 × 104 High High attainability 
ASTM A36 [52] 25.5 × 106 3.2 × 104 Low High attainability 
M55J 6K/954-3 76 × 106 33.6 × 104 High Low attainability 
M18/1 Hexcel 32.6 × 106 19.3 × 104 Low Available at UQ 
 Final Gate Valve Models 
The mechanisms utilized to accelerate, decelerate and seal the gate valve can now be 
incorporated into the three basic models, ‘Compression’, ‘Tension’ and ‘No Hole’ and the final 
models which will be utilized in the parametric analysis can be presented.  Note that the term 
‘Lip’ is used to describe the extra length added to the components to allow room for seals.
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 Shock and Acceleration Tube Flanges 
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 Con-Rod and Piston 
Note: The Con-rod may be constructed from AL 7075-T6 or M55J6k/954-3, while the piston will be constructed from AL 7075-T6. 
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4.6.2.1 Final ‘Compression’ Model 
Note: The knife may be constructed from ASTM A36, Al 7075-T6, M55J 6k/954-3 or M18/1 Hexcel. 
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4.6.2.2 Final ‘Tension’ Model 
Note: The knife may be constructed from ASTM A36, Al 7075-T6, M55J 6k/954-3 or M18/1 Hexcel. 
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4.6.2.3 Final ‘No Hole’ Model 
Note: The knife may be constructed from ASTM A36, Al 7075-T6, M55J 6k/954-3 or M18/1 Hexcel 
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Chapter 5 Gate Valve Failure Modes 
To determine whether the gate valve can achieve a 0.5ms opening time, the modes of failure for 
the knife, con-rod and piston need to be identified. This chapter uses analytical approximations 
coupled with Finite Element Analysis to develop and validate equations that approximate the 
critical failure modes of the three main gate valve components for the three models presented in 
Section 4.6. Section 5.1 addresses the gate valve knife, Section 5.2 the con-rod and Section 5.3 
the piston. 
 Knife Failure Modes 
 Transverse Deflection Criteria 
In all three models, ‘Compression’, ‘Tension’ and ‘No Hole’ the knife must initially resist the 
pressure difference between the shock and acceleration tubes. Not only must the knife not yield 
under this pressure, it must also resist excessive deflection. This is because the knife must be 
pulled through the gap between the expansion tubes and a large deflection could result in the 
knife rubbing against the edge of the tubes, increasing friction and potentially jamming. Figure 
44 depicts the transverse deflection criteria. 
 
Figure 44: Transverse Deflection Failure Mode 
To reduce the risk of jamming, the centre deflection of the knife was limited to 0.1mm. The 
centre deflection was approximated analytically using Roark’s Formulas for Stress and Strain by 
Jam 
Pressure 
Force 
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Young and Budynas [53], which details the centre deflection of a circular flat plate with simply 
supported edges in Section 11.2. The edges were modelled as simply supported as this is the most 
conservative option supplied, in reality, the knife does not have a fixed displacement at the edges 
and can slide inwards, allowing for a larger centre deflection, this is a main reason for setting the 
allowed centre deflection so low (0.1mm). Using Table 11.2, case 10a, with ro = 0, and assuming 
the centre deflection is less than half the plate thickness, the centre deflection is approximated by 
Equation ( 5 ) and ( 6 ). 
𝑦𝑐 =
−𝑃𝑇 (
𝐷𝐸
2 )
4
(5 + 𝑣)
64𝐾(1 + 𝑣)
 ( 5 ) 
𝐾 =
𝐸𝑡3
12(1 − 𝑣2)
 ( 6 ) 
  ‘Compression’ Model 
Throughout the opening process for the ‘Compression’ case the knife is loaded in three ways, 
transverse pressure when in the closed position, addressed in Section 5.1.1, compression as it is 
being accelerated, and tension as it is being decelerated.  
5.1.2.1 Acceleration Failure Mode 
As the knife is being compressed to accelerate it, it may buckle. The knife is most vulnerable to 
buckling when it is at its longest, i.e. at the start of its motion, hence this position will be used to 
determine if the knife will buckle or not. Since in this position, the bottom of the knife is 
supported in the out of plane direction by the expansion tube, and cannot buckle, the length of the 
knife to be considered for buckling can be reduced and the bottom of the knife can be modelled 
as fixed. The knife will also be simply supported at each edge by runners and the top will be 
fixed where the knife attaches to the con-rod. Figure 45 shows the knife and its edge supports. 
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Figure 45: 'Compression' Accelerating Failure Mode 
While analytical approximations for buckling of an inertial loading (meaning the stress in the 
knife is induced by its own inertia, hence varies along its length) and for a plate with a hole, are 
not available, buckling approximations for a flat plate with simply supported edges and clamped 
forced edges are presented in ‘Analysis and Design of Flight Vehicle Structures’ by Bruhn [54]. 
It is desirable to use an analytical approximation for the buckling failure as the parametric 
analysis will be an iterative process, and it is desired that the process be parametrised, so the 
analysis can be easily applied to any expansion tube. If FEA was used, an iterative process would 
be very slow as FEA parameters would have to be updated each iteration. Section C5.1 of 
Bruhn’s text presents Equation ( 7 ) for the critical buckling stress. 
𝜎𝑐𝑟 =
𝜋2𝑘𝑐𝐸
12(1 − 𝑣2)
× (
𝑡
𝑤
)
2
 ( 7 ) 
Since stress is equal to Force/Area, and Force = Mass by Acceleration, a re-arrangement of the 
above equation can find the sheet thickness necessary to resist buckling due to a given 
acceleration, Equation ( 8 ). 
𝑡𝑚𝑖𝑛 =
(
 
 
 
 12𝜌𝑎𝑤
2(𝐿𝑤 − (𝜋 (
𝐷𝐸
2 )
2
+ 𝐷𝐸(𝐿𝐻 − 𝐷𝐸))) (1 − 𝑣
2)
𝑤𝜋2𝑘𝑐𝐸
)
 
 
 
 
1
2
 ( 8 ) 
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The buckling coefficient is determined using Figure 46, retrieved from Section C5.2 of Bruhn. In 
this case the length used is the reduced length described in the first paragraph of this Section. 
 
Figure 46: Plate Buckling Coefficient Chart [54] 
Since this analytical approximation does not account for the inertial loading or for the knife hole, 
it must be compared against Finite Element Results to assess its validity. To do this an FEA 
model of the knife under a compressive loading was created. The FEA model development is 
described in the Appendix Section 10.4. 
The FEA identified that the knife hole does contribute to the buckling mode of the knife 
significantly as is shown in Figure 47. 
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Figure 47: Lowest Buckling Mode of Gate Valve Knife 
The parameters listed in Table 10 were used with both the FEA model and the analytical 
approximation to assess the accuracy of the analytical buckling approximation. The iterative 
feasibility analysis will vary the length and thickness of the knife, hence the accuracy of the 
analytical method with varying length and thickness needed to be assessed. Figure 48 and Figure 
49 present the results of this study. 
Table 10: Parameters used to assess analytical buckling approximations 
Parameter Value Justification 
Width 0.145 Hole size plus 3cm for sealing 
Length 0.35 − 0.65 Expected knife length range 
Thickness 0.001 − 0.007 Expected knife thickness range 
Material 𝐴𝑙 7075 𝑇6 Possible knife material 
Hole Width 0.085 - 
Hole Length 0.25 × 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ Expected required hole length 
Buckling Coefficient 4.25 Maximum kc value from Figure 46 
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Figure 48: Assessment of analytical buckling approximation vs FEA for varying length 
 
Figure 49: Assessment of analytical buckling approximation vs FEA varying thickness 
This study showed that with both varying length and thickness, the analytical approximation 
underestimates the failure acceleration, meaning it will specify a more conservative failure 
thickness. For this reason, Equation ( 8 ) will be used to determine the failure thickness to resist 
buckling failure during acceleration. 
5.1.2.2 Deceleration Failure Mode 
Once the knife is in the open position, it will be loaded under tension and decelerated rapidly. 
The knife will failure in one of two places; either at the top of the reduced section near the knife 
hole, as at this position majority of the knife mass is contributing to the inertial loading, and 
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stress concentrations are induced by the hole, or at the forced end of the knife as this position has 
the most mass contributing to the inertial loading. Figure 50 highlights the critical failure 
locations. 
 
Figure 50: Critical failure location for 'Compression' case while decelerating 
The reduced section failure mode can be approximated by determining when the yield stress of 
the material is exceeded. ‘Roark’s Formulas for Stress and Strain’ by Young and Budynas [53] 
characterises the stress concentration caused by a circular hole in a flat plate of finite width in 
Table 17.1, Case 7a, as Equations ( 9 ) and ( 10 ). 
𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝐾𝑡𝜎𝑛𝑜𝑚 ( 9 ) 
𝐾𝑡 = 3.0 − 3.13 (
𝐷𝐸
𝑤
) + 3.66 (
2𝑟
𝑤
)
2
− 1.53 (
𝐷𝐸
𝑤
)
3
 ( 10 ) 
Since the ends of the oval knife hole are circular, this equation will approximate the stress 
concentrations at the critical failure location. The normal stress in the reduced section due to an 
acceleration can be found by calculating the inertial load caused by the mass of the knife below 
the section. Substituting this stress into Equation ( 9 ) and re-arranging, Equation ( 11 ) can be 
developed, characterising the critical failure acceleration. 
𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
𝜎𝑦𝑙𝑑 × (𝑤 − 𝐷)
𝑘𝑡𝜌(𝐿𝑏𝑤 − ((𝜋 (
𝐷𝐸
2 )
2
+ 𝐷𝐸(𝐿𝐻 − 𝐷𝐸)) − 𝜋
𝐷𝐸
2
8 )
)
 
( 11 ) 
Critical Failure Locations 
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Note that in Equation ( 12 ), Lb refers to the length of the knife below the reduced width critical 
section as defined by Figure 50. 
The full width failure acceleration is given by Equation ( 12 ). 
𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
𝜎𝑦𝑙𝑑 × 𝑤
𝜌(𝐿𝑤 − (𝜋 (
𝐷𝐸
2 )
2
+ 𝐷𝐸(𝐿𝐻 − 𝐷𝐸)))
 
( 12 ) 
If the deceleration required to stop the knife in position is greater than either maximum 
acceleration, then the knife will fail. 
 ‘Tension’ Model 
There are three possible knife failure modes if the knife is opened using a tension force. 
Excessive transverse deflection, as described in Section 5.1.1, tensile failure when accelerating 
and buckling due to compressive loading when decelerating. 
5.1.3.1  Acceleration Failure Mode 
If the acceleration of the knife as it opens is too great, the tensile stress of the knife may be 
exceeded, causing failure. The critical failure location will either be in the full width at the top of 
the knife, where the most mass contributes to the inertial load, or in the reduced section width 
where stress concentrations act. Figure 51 highlights the critical failure locations. 
 
Figure 51: Knife critical failure location when accelerating in the 'Tension' case 
Critical Failure 
Locations 
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For the full width section, the maximum acceleration the knife can resist before failure is 
approximated by Equation ( 12 ), as this is the same loading configuration as in the decelerating 
phase of the ‘Compression’ case. 
The reduced section failure acceleration is, as with the full section failure, approximated by the 
same equation as that used to describe the declaration of the ‘Compression’ case, given in 
Equation ( 11 ), however the length below the critical section will be different. 
If the acceleration required to open the knife exceeds either maximum acceleration, the knife will 
fail. 
5.1.3.2 Deceleration Failure Mode 
As the knife reaches the open position, it must be rapidly decelerated and stopped in the open 
position. This deceleration may be sufficient to buckle the knife, causing failure. Since the 
bottom of the knife will be supported in the out of plane direction by the expansion tube flanges 
(see Section 4.4.5.1), it cannot buckle below this point, hence a reduced length can be used in 
buckling calculations. The sides of the knife will be simply supported and the ends will be fixed. 
Figure 52 shows the knife configuration considered in the buckling analysis. 
 
Figure 52: Configuration considered for buckling 
 analysis for 'Tension' case while decelerating 
‘Analysis and Design of Flight Vehicle Structures’ by Bruhn [54] presents analytical buckling 
approximations for flat plates with equal stress distributions, as was discussed in Section 5.1.2.1. 
It was proven in this section that Bruhn’s analytical buckling approximations will always 
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underestimate the critical buckling acceleration for the expected knife geometries, hence using 
these approximations is conservative. Equation ( 8 ) presented in Section 5.1.2.1 can therefore 
also be used to approximate the required thickness to resist the deceleration without failure. 
 ‘No Hole’ Model 
In the ‘No Hole’ model the knife can be decelerated over a longer period of time, hence failure 
due to buckling when decelerating is not a critical failure mode. This leaves two failure modes for 
this case, excessive transverse deflection, characterised in Section 5.1.1, and tensile failure when 
accelerating. Since the knife does not contain a hole, the acceleration required to cause tensile 
failure is simply given by Equation ( 13 ). 
𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
𝜎𝑦𝑙𝑑
𝜌𝐿
 ( 13 ) 
 Con-rod Failure Modes 
The rod connecting the piston and knife can fail in two ways for each of the three ‘Compression’, 
‘Tension’ and ‘No Hole’ cases, these are; yielding due to excessive tensile stresses and buckling 
due to compressive stresses. Since system mass will be critical when attempting to achieve the 
0.5ms opening time required by the gate valve, it is desirable to minimize the mass of the con-
rod. Since the con-rod must resist buckling, and buckling of a column depends on the column’s 
second moment of area, a hollow cylinder shape will be used for the con-rod instead of a solid 
cylinder. This allows the second moment of area to increase, while still keeping the mass low. 
 ‘Compression’ Case 
5.2.1.1 Acceleration Failure Mode 
When the con-rod is compressed during acceleration it must be able to resist buckling under its 
own, and the knife’s inertial load. The end attached to the piston will be modelled as pinned and 
the end attached to the knife will run through a linear bearing as it exits the cylinder, meaning it 
too is pinned. This is described using Figure 53. 
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Figure 53: Loading of con-rod for 'Compression' case while accelerating 
Buckling of a column occurs in three ways, buckling as a long column, as an intermediate 
column and as a short column. Long column buckling and short column buckling can both be 
approximated by a single calculation; however intermediate columns require an iterative process. 
This process requires the use of figures to acquire the tangent modulus and corresponding stress. 
While this calculation is relatively simple for a single geometry and material, it is more difficult 
to implement in an iterative code due to the need for specific figures corresponding to a given 
material. Intermediate buckling is only relevant over a small range of column parameters, defined 
by Equation ( 14 ).  
25 <
𝐿′
𝑅𝐺
< √
𝜋2𝐸
𝜎𝑦
 ( 14 ) 
If 
𝐿′
𝑅𝐺
 is greater than the upper bound of Equation ( 14 ), long column buckling holds and if it is 
less than the lower bound short column buckling holds. For the four materials specified in 
Section 4.5,  the upper bound of this equation is ~35-80, meaning that the intermediate column 
buckling range is small when compared with the range of 
𝐿′
𝑅𝐺
. This, coupled with the fact that the 
equation for short column buckling does not take into account the inertial loading, hence will be 
conservative, means that the intermediate column buckling range can be neglected and it can be 
assumed that the column goes straight from long column to short column buckling. 
The buckling of a long, pinned-pinned column with uniform stress is described in ‘Advanced 
Mechanics of Materials’ by Cook and Young [55]. Since Cook and Young’s approximation 
Pinned 
Pinned 
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assumes a uniform stress distribution and the con-rod is actually under inertial loading and by 
assuming the uniform stress in the con-rod is equal to the maximum stress, this equation is 
conservative. They present Equation ( 15 ). 
𝑃𝑐𝑟 =
𝜋2𝐸𝐼
𝐿′2
 ( 15 ) 
The equivalent length is a multiple of the actual column length which depends on the end 
supports. Figure 54 shows the values of the equivalent length for different loadings. 
 
Figure 54: Equivalent length values for various loadings [56] 
If the short column buckling approximation holds, failure is approximated by J.B. Johnson’s 
formula, presented in ‘Shigley’s Mechanical Engineering Design’ [57]. Equation ( 16 ) presents 
this formula, again the con-rod is pinned at each end, meaning an effective length constant of 1 is 
used. 
𝑃𝑐𝑟 = [𝜎𝑦𝑙𝑑 − (
𝜎𝑦𝑙𝑑𝐿
2𝜋𝜌
)
2
(
𝐶2
𝐸
)]𝐴 ( 16 ) 
From Equations ( 14 ), ( 15 ) and ( 16 ), the inner and outer con-rod radius required to resist 
buckling can be calculated. 
5.2.1.2 Deceleration Failure Mode 
The con-rod will experience large tensile loads as the knife is decelerated which may cause 
failure. Both the knife and the con-rod will contribute to the inertial loading, as shown in Figure 
55. 
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Figure 55: Con-rod loading for 'Compression' case while decelerating 
Equation ( 17 ) characterises the maximum deceleration the con-rod can withstand before failure. 
𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
𝜎𝑦𝑙𝑑𝜋(𝑟𝑜
2 − 𝑟𝑖
2)
𝑚𝑘𝑛𝑖𝑓𝑒 +𝑚𝐶𝑜𝑛−𝑟𝑜𝑑
 ( 17 ) 
Utilizing the equations defining buckling and Equation ( 17 ) the con-rod inner and outer radius 
necessary to resist failure can be determined. 
 ‘Tension’ Case 
In the tension case the con-rod may fail due to excessive tensile load as it is accelerated, or 
buckle due excessive compression load as it is decelerated. The equations to characterise these 
failures are the same as those described in Section  5.2.1, Equations ( 14 )-( 17 ). 
 Piston Failure Modes 
The piston has two potential failure points, the first is due to the pressure used to accelerate the 
system, and the second due to that used to decelerate the system. The required piston head 
thickness to resist a given pressure is characterised analytically in ‘Design of Machine Elements’ 
[58] by Bhandari as Grashoff’s Formula, shown here as Equation ( 18 ). 
𝑡ℎ = 𝐷 ×√(
3
16
)(
𝑃
𝜎𝑦𝑙𝑑
) ( 18 ) 
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Chapter 6 Iterative Feasibility Analysis 
An iterative feasibility analysis will be conducted to determine the piston, knife and con-rod 
parameters necessary to achieve a 0.5ms opening time for the three gate valve models presented 
in Section 4.6, ‘Compression’, ‘Tension’ and ‘No Hole’. This chapter presents a flow diagram 
showing the overall iteration process. A worked example of the one iteration, along with the 
python code used to carry out the iterations is shown in the Appendix, Section 10.5. While this 
thesis is focused on assessing the feasibility of implementing a gate valve on the X2 expansion 
tube facility at UQ, a feature of the analysis code is that it is completely parameterized, meaning 
it can be used to determine if a gate valve is feasible on any expansion tube and under any 
operating conditions.  
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 Iterative Process Flow Diagram 
 
 
             
 
            
 
            
 
 
1. 
 
Set the piston diameter 
 
2. 
 
Estimate the system mass 
 
3. 
 
Set the system deceleration 
 
6. 
Using Equations ( 5 ) - ( 13 ) 
determine the required knife 
thickness to avoid failure 
 
5. 
From Equations ( 2 ) - ( 4 ) 
calculate the knife run up, hole 
length; determine the knife length 
 
4. 
From Equation ( 1 ) calculate the 
achievable acceleration 
 
7. 
Using Equations ( 15 ) - ( 17 ) 
determine the required con-rod 
parameters to avoid failure. 
 
8. 
Using Equation ( 18 ) determine 
the required piston thickness to 
avoid failure. 
 
9. 
Use the Knife, Piston and con-rod 
dimensions to calculate the actual 
system mass. 
8. 
Check if the system mass and 
estimated mass are equal 
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Chapter 7 Sensitivity Analysis and 
Feasibility Results 
The iterative parametric analysis described in Chapter 6 was used to assess the feasibility of 
implementing a gate valve system on UQ’s X2 expansion tube. This process began by 
investigating the effects of varying the system parameters on the achievable opening time 
(Section 7.1). This analysis was used to optimise each gate valve case to assess whether or not a 
0.5ms opening time is feasible, these results are presented in Section 7.2. The feasibility of 
implementing a gate valve system at other flow conditions in X2 and on other expansion tube 
facilities around the world is then assessed in Section 7.3. Finally, the most promising design is 
identified and design drawings are presented so it may be prototyped and tested, Section 7.4. 
 Parameter Sensitivity Analysis 
To assess the effects of varying the parameters of the expansion tube and gate valve, each 
parameter was varied independently and the effects on the final solution determined. As 
described in Chapter 6, the iterative process hinges around identifying when an estimate of the 
system mass is equal to the calculated system mass. Due to this, how close an unsuccessful run of 
iterations comes to achieving a feasible solution can be assessed by how close the estimated mass 
comes to the actual system mass. In this manner, by setting the opening time to one that is 
unachievable, the relationship between each parameter and the ability to achieve rapid opening 
times can be determined. Note the opening time tested must be unachievable otherwise the 
minimum difference between estimated and system mass will always be zero. The parameters 
used for the analysis in the following sections are displayed in Table 11. 
Table 11: Parameters set for sensitivity analysis 
Case 
Opening 
Time 
[ms] 
Cylinder 
Pressure 
[MPa] 
Tube 
Pressure 
Difference 
[Pa] 
Transverse 
Deflection 
Criteria 
[m] 
Con-
rod 
Outer 
Radius 
[m] 
Component 
Material 
Knife 
Width 
[m] 
Tension 0.5 
10 200 × 103 0.0005 0.15 𝐴𝑙 7075 𝑇6 0.14 Compression 0.5 
No Hole 0.2 
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 Knife Width 
The effects of knife width on achievable opening time are not straight forward, on one hand, 
increasing the width of the knife reduces stress concentration located at the knife cut-out, and the 
stress in the full width section, hence increasing the acceleration achievable before failure. On the 
other hand, it increases the knife mass, hence increasing the inertial forces and increasing the 
likelihood of failure. To assess the impact of width on achievable opening time, all other 
parameters were held constant and the width was varied, Figure 56 shows the relationship 
achieved.  
 
Figure 56: Effects of varying knife width on achievable opening time 
It can be seen that for both the ‘Tension’ and ‘Compression’ cases there exists an optimum knife 
width for minimum opening time. For ‘Tension’ the optimum solution is near the minimum knife 
width value. This is because the knife hole is near the bottom of the knife, hence the inertial load 
is low resulting in lower stresses around the hole. As a result, knife width, and hence knife mass 
can be quite low before stress concentrations cause critical failure in the reduced width section. 
Conversely, in the compression case the hole is at the top of the knife, meaning most of the knife 
mass is contributing to the inertial load and so stress in the reduced section is higher and the knife 
must be wider. In the ‘No Hole’ case no stress concentrations occur, hence the width is 
determined by attempting to minimize knife mass, so the knife width should be minimized. 
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 Con-rod Outer Radius 
Due to the multiple failure modes and complex buckling approximation of the con-rod, the best 
outer radius to choose to achieve the lowest opening time is not clear. For this reason, the 
relationship between con-rod outer radius and achievable opening time was investigated. The 
results are shown in Figure 57. 
 
Figure 57: Effects of con-rod outer radius on achievable opening time 
Figure 57 shows that for all three cases there exists an optimum radius to achieve the fastest 
opening time. 
 Transverse Deflection Criteria 
The transverse deflection criteria was set at 0.1mm to reduce the likelihood of the knife jamming 
as it is pulled through the expansion tube. It is expected that this value is quite conservative and if 
necessary may be relaxed slightly to achieve a solution. To assess the impact of relaxing the 
centre deflection constraint a sensitivity analysis was conducted, Figure 58 presents the results. 
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Figure 58: Effects of transverse centre deflection criteria on achievable opening time 
Figure 58 shows that for both the ‘Compression’ and ‘Tension’ cases the transverse deflection 
criteria has no effect on the solution once it is increased past a certain value at which the 
minimum knife thickness becomes defined by a different failure mechanism. The ‘No Hole’ case 
also appears to be converging. In all cases, optimum opening times may be achievable by very 
slightly increasing the centre deflection limit. For example, for the parameters used in Figure 58, 
in the ‘Tension’ case, increasing the deflection criteria from 0.1mm to 0.11mm (which 
realistically will have no effect on the gate valve) causes a reduction of 13.9% in the difference 
between estimated and achieved system mass, further relaxation of the centre deflection criteria 
has no effect. For this reason, the centre deflection criteria was relaxed to 0.5mm. 
Since the minimum deflection criteria is related to the pressure difference between the shock and 
acceleration tubes, the sensitivity of the opening time to this pressure difference can be inferred 
from the results shown in Figure 58. Specifically, that there is also a minimum pressure 
difference between the tubes that achieves the lowest opening time, further decreasing the 
pressure difference below this value will not yield better results since the failure mechanism will 
no longer depend on the transverse pressure. 
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 Cylinder Pressure 
Figure 59 presents the relationship between cylinder pressure and achievable opening time. 
 
Figure 59: Effect of cylinder pressure on achievable opening time 
In all three cases it is clear that while increasing the cylinder pressure will initially result in better 
opening times, there are diminishing returns as the solution asymptotes. 
 Feasible Gate Valve Configurations 
Using the relationships identified in Section 7.1 the optimum solution for each knife and con-rod 
material combination could be obtained. To ensure the solutions achieved were feasible to 
construct a 1m constraint was placed on the knife length, the piston diameter was set at 0.1m, the 
con-rod outer radius restricted to 0.015m and the knife width between 0.135m and 0.16m. Only 
two cylinder pressures were tested, 10MPa and 20MPa, as the pressurised gas comes in 20MPa 
vessels, hence using 15MPa would mean the remaining 5MPa is wasted. Only two materials were 
test for the con-rod, Al 7075-T6 and M55J 6k/954-3, as it is not expected that the con-rod will 
need to be replaced regularly, hence it can be made from more expensive materials. The 
optimised solution is that which achieves the required opening time with the shortest knife length. 
Note that for each knife material, if no solutions are achieved for a 20MPa piston pressure with a 
carbon fibre con-rod, then no solutions will be achieved for lower pressures and an aluminium 
con-rod, hence these results will not be displayed. A summary of whether or not solutions were 
achieved is given in the following section, complete lists of optimised dimensions are shown in 
the Appendix, Section 10.6. To validate the final configurations, the knife dimensions and loads 
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were simulated in FEA, the tables presented in the following sections contain a column which 
states the safety factor predicted using FEA for both accelerating and decelerating the knife. The 
con-rod and piston were not modelled in FEA as these geometries are simple and failure 
approximations are well established. In addition, the analytical approximations assume a constant 
stress distribution throughout the con-rod and piston, when in fact it is an inertial load which 
decreases down the length of these components. Since the maximum stress in each component 
was used to calculate required thicknesses, the resulting dimensions are expected to be quite 
conservative. A more rigorous description of the FEA analysis is presented in the Appendix, 
Section 10.8. 
 ‘Compression’ Case 
Table 12: Feasible Material Configurations for 'Compression' Case 
Knife Material 
Cylinder 
Pressure 
[MPa] 
Con-rod Material Solution 
FEA Safety 
Factor 
𝑎𝑎 𝑎𝑑 
𝑨𝑺𝑻𝑴 𝑨𝟑𝟔 20 𝑀55𝐽 6𝑘/954 − 3 𝑁𝑜 𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 − 
𝑨𝒍 𝟕𝟎𝟕𝟓 𝑻𝟔 
10 𝑀55𝐽 6𝑘/954 − 3 𝑁𝑜 𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 − 
20 
𝐴𝑙 7075 𝑇6 𝑁𝑜 𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 − 
𝑀55𝐽 6𝑘/954 − 3 𝑌𝑒𝑠: 𝑠𝑒𝑒 Table 19 (1) 1.38 1.66 
𝑴𝟏𝟖/𝟏 𝑯𝒆𝒙𝒄𝒆𝒍 
10 
𝐴𝑙 7075 𝑇6 𝑁𝑜 𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 − 
𝑀55𝐽 6𝑘/954 − 3 𝑌𝑒𝑠: 𝑠𝑒𝑒 Table 19 (2) 1.38 1.65 
20 
𝐴𝑙 7075 𝑇6 𝑌𝑒𝑠: 𝑠𝑒𝑒 Table 19 (3) 1.46 1.59 
𝑀55𝐽 6𝑘/954 − 3 𝑌𝑒𝑠: 𝑠𝑒𝑒 Table 19 (4) 1.43 1.58 
𝑴𝟓𝟓𝑱 𝟔𝒌/𝟗𝟓𝟒 − 𝟑 
10 
𝐴𝑙 7075 𝑇6 𝑌𝑒𝑠: 𝑠𝑒𝑒 Table 19 (5) 1.64 1.62 
𝑀55𝐽 6𝑘/954 − 3 𝑌𝑒𝑠: 𝑠𝑒𝑒 Table 19 (6) 1.55 1.51 
20 
𝐴𝑙 7075 𝑇6 𝑌𝑒𝑠: 𝑠𝑒𝑒 Table 19 (7) 1.54 1.46 
𝑀55𝐽 6𝑘/954 − 3 𝑌𝑒𝑠: 𝑠𝑒𝑒 Table 19 (8) 1.58 1.45 
Table 12 shows that there are multiple feasible configurations for the ‘Compression’ loading case 
which will theoretically achieve a 0.5ms opening time and achieve satisfactory safety factors. 
However, all configurations require the use of composite materials. 
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 ‘Tension’ Case 
Table 13: Feasible Material Configurations for 'Tension' Case 
Knife Material 
Cylinder 
Pressure 
[Pa] 
Con-rod Material Solution 
FEA Safety 
Factor 
𝒂𝒂 𝒂𝒅 
𝑨𝑺𝑻𝑴 𝑨𝟑𝟔 20 𝑀55𝐽 6𝑘/954 − 3 𝑁𝑜 𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 − 
𝑨𝒍 𝟕𝟎𝟕𝟓 𝑻𝟔 20 
𝐴𝑙 7075 𝑇6 𝑌𝑒𝑠: 𝑠𝑒𝑒 Table 20 (1)** 1.38 1.38 
𝑀55𝐽 6𝑘/954 − 3 𝑌𝑒𝑠: 𝑠𝑒𝑒 Table 20 (2) 2.19 1.31 
𝑴𝟏𝟖/𝟏 𝑯𝒆𝒙𝒄𝒆𝒍 
10 𝐴𝑙 7075 𝑇6 𝑁𝑜 𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 − 
20 
𝐴𝑙 7075 𝑇6 𝑌𝑒𝑠: 𝑠𝑒𝑒 Table 20 (3) 1.63 1.36 
𝑀55𝐽 6𝑘/954 − 3 𝑌𝑒𝑠: 𝑠𝑒𝑒 Table 20 (4) 1.64 1.40 
𝑴𝟓𝟓𝑱 𝟔𝒌/𝟗𝟓𝟒 − 𝟑 
10 
𝐴𝑙 7075 𝑇6 𝑁𝑜 𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 − 
𝑀55𝐽 6𝑘/954 − 3 𝑌𝑒𝑠: 𝑠𝑒𝑒 Table 20 (5) 4.56 1.29 
20 
𝐴𝑙 7075 𝑇6 𝑌𝑒𝑠: 𝑠𝑒𝑒 Table 20 (6) 2.49 1.45 
𝑀55𝐽 6𝑘/954 − 3 𝑌𝑒𝑠: 𝑠𝑒𝑒 Table 20 (7) 2.35 1.40 
** This solution required a larger piston diameter of 0.13m, however, it was still included as it is 
the only feasible solution not containing any carbon fibre components, which may be desirable. 
Table 13 shows that feasible configurations are achieved if the knife is constructed from 
aluminium or carbon fibre. As with the ‘Compression’ case, all configurations were verified 
using FEA, achieving acceptable minimum safety factors. 
  ‘No Hole’ Case 
The main restriction on the ‘No Hole’ case is that the knife must be removed and the gap left 
between the expansion tubes closed, in less than 0.5ms. If the gap does not close in less than 
0.5ms then the shock will pass and the test gas will be exposed directly to atmospheric 
conditions, contaminating it and resulting in incorrect test flow properties. For this reason, the 
minimum opening time that could be achieved with a 20MPa force, and using the best material 
for the knife and con-rod (M55J 6k/954-3) was determined and the feasibility of sealing the 
expansion tubes in the remaining time before shock arrival was assessed. The minimum opening 
time and corresponding knife parameters are displayed in Table 14. 
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Table 14: Parameters to achieve minimum opening time for 'No Hole' case 
Opening 
Time 
[ms] 
Knife 
Length 
[cm] 
Knife 
Width 
[cm] 
Knife 
Thickness 
[mm] 
Con-rod 
Radius 
(𝒓𝒊 − 𝒓𝒐) 
[cm] 
Con-rod 
Length 
[cm] 
Piston 
Thickness 
[mm] 
𝟎. 𝟏𝟕𝟓 74.63 12.5 1.95 0.13 − 0.75 10.26 8.54 
The minimum 0.175ms opening time for the ‘No Hole’ case dictates that the closure time of the 
expansion tubes must be less than 0.325ms. The closure time of the sliding sleeve joint 
mechanism described in Section 4.4.5.4 can be calculated using Equation ( 19 ). 
𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 = √
𝐺𝑎𝑝 ×𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠
0.5 × 𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒
 ( 19 ) 
The gap will be the thickness of the knife, ~ 2mm and the mass is that of the sliding component 
of the joint, which can be estimated using the preliminary dimensions, as shown in Figure 60. 
 
Figure 60: Gate Valve Sliding Joint, Preliminary Sliding Component Configuration 
The component will be made from Al 7075-T6, with a density of 2810kg/m3 hence the mass is 
found to be ~ 0.7kg. Finally, the force is that produced by the compressed springs (or other 
forcing mechanism) and can be varied. Note that the desired force on the X-ring seals pushing 
against the face of the knife is 145N, if the compressive force produced exceeds this, a roller 
mechanism, similar to that described in Figure 38 will need to be incorporated into both the shock 
and acceleration tube flanges to ensure only the required 145N of the compressive load is applied 
to the X-rings. Using these parameters and varying the applied force Figure 61 was produced. 
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Figure 61: Sliding Joint Closure Time 
It can be seen that to achieve required closure time of 0.325ms, a force of ~ 75,000N is needed, 
this will require an extremely stiff spring. By investigating industry available springs through The 
Spring Store [59] it was determined that the maximum stiffness and deflection achievable for a 
spring of realistic dimensions (inner diameter large enough to allow the steel alignment shafts 
(see Figure 42) to run through the centre, ~2cm, and outer diameter small enough to fit next to 
the expansion tube, ~4cm) were ~ 1387N/mm and 2.5mm with the ‘PC9500-37290-4.750-MW-
55.600-CG-Z-MM’ spring. This results in a spring force of 3500 meaning 22 springs would be 
required to supply this force. This amount of springs is unrealistic around the small 85mm 
diameter X2 tube. It is also unlikely that a spring can expand fast enough to achieve the required 
opening time. 
Instead high pressure air may be injected onto the rear annulus area of the sliding component of 
the joint, firing it forward into the closed position. If the pressure is applied over a 40mm wide 
annulus with internal diameter 52.5mm, from Figure 60, the required pressure to achieve the 
75,000N force can be calculated. The area of the annulus is 0.018m2, therefore the required 
pressure is ~ 4.2MPa. Considering this would be an uncontained vent, which is undesirable, and 
taking into account the feasibility of constructing a mechanism to apply this pressure over the 
annulus area and timing the pressure release to close the gap as soon as the knife is removed, 
such a system is unrealistic.  
Through this analysis it has been shown that the ‘No Hole’ mechanism is not feasible as the 
removal of the knife and the closure of the gap cannot be completed in less than 0.5ms. This will 
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result in the test gas being contaminated by atmospheric air and the test results being significantly 
deviated. 
 Application to other Flow Conditions and Expansion Tubes 
This Chapter has shown that it is theoretically feasible to construct a gate valve that can replace 
the thin film diaphragm on UQ’s X2 expansion tube. This gate valve can open in 0.5ms which, as 
was proposed by Burgess [1], will theoretically result in acceptable test flows. While this thesis 
focussed on achieving a 0.5ms opening time for X2, Burgess also proposed that a 1ms opening 
time and a 5ms opening time would still achieve acceptable test flows for high enthalpy tests on 
X2 and low enthalpy tests on X3 (Φ 180mm) respectively. By entering these values into the 
parametrised analysis code, the feasibility of replacing the thin film diaphragm with a rapid 
opening gate valve on varying diameter tubes and with varying flow conditions was assessed. 
 X2 High Enthalpy Flow Condition 
Using the analysis described in Chapter 6 with an 85mm expansion tube diameter and 1ms 
opening time Table 15 was produced.  Due to the inability to rapidly close the gap between the 
expansion tubes in the ‘No Hole’ case, as discussed in Section 7.2.3, and the contamination this 
would introduce into the test flow, the ‘No Hole’ case was not assessed for the 1ms opening case. 
Table 15: Feasible Material Configurations for High Enthalpy X2 Test Flow 
Loading Case 
Knife 
Material 
Cylinder 
Pressure 
[Pa] 
Con-rod Material Solution 
‘Tension’ 𝐴𝑆𝑇𝑀 𝐴36 10 × 106 𝐴𝑙 7075 − 𝑇6 𝑌𝑒𝑠 
‘Compression’ 
𝐴𝑆𝑇𝑀 𝐴36 
10 × 106 
𝐴𝑙 7075 − 𝑇6 𝑁𝑜 
𝑀55𝐽 6𝑘/954 − 3 Yes 
20 × 106 𝐴𝑙 7075 − 𝑇6 𝑌𝑒𝑠 
𝐴𝑙 7075 − 𝑇6 10 × 106 𝐴𝑙 7075 − 𝑇6 𝑌𝑒𝑠 
For the ‘Tension’ case, feasible configurations were achieved for a steel knife with an aluminium 
con-rod and using a 10MPa cylinder pressure. Since this is the configuration least likely to 
succeed, it can be inferred that all other configurations are feasible as well. The ‘Compression’ 
case required higher pressures, or an Aluminium knife, but was still successful. 
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This analysis has shown that the gate valve system is also feasible for high enthalpy flows in the 
X2 expansion tube. The 1ms opening time was much more achievable than the 0.5ms opening 
time, with neither the ‘Compression’ or ‘Tension’ cases requiring composite materials or 
increased cylinder pressures from the desired 10MPa.  
 X3 Low Enthalpy Flow Condition 
The analysis was then conducted on a 180mm bore tube, attempting to achieve a 3ms opening 
time, as is required for gate valve implementation on the X3 expansion tube. Table 16 shows the 
results. 
Table 16: Feasible Material Configurations for Low Enthalpy X3 Test Flow 
Loading Case 
Knife 
Material 
Cylinder 
Pressure 
[Pa] 
Con-rod Material Solution 
‘Tension’ 
𝐴𝑆𝑇𝑀 𝐴36 20 × 106 𝑀55𝐽 6𝑘/954 − 3 𝑁𝑜 
𝐴𝑙 7075 − 𝑇6 10 × 106 𝐴𝑙 7075 − 𝑇6 𝑌𝑒𝑠 
‘Compression’ 
𝐴𝑆𝑇𝑀 𝐴36 20 × 106 𝑀55𝐽 6𝑘/954 − 3 𝑁𝑜 
𝐴𝑙 7075 − 𝑇6 10 × 106 𝐴𝑙 7075 − 𝑇6 𝑌𝑒𝑠 
Feasible configurations were identified for both the compression and tension cases. Neither case 
required composite materials or increased cylinder pressure. This shows that it is theoretically 
feasible to replace the thin film diaphragm on UQ’s X3 facility with a gate valve system for low 
enthalpy flow conditions. 
 Other Expansion Tubes around the World 
While Burgess simulations [1] only provided restrictions on valve opening time for the two UQ 
facilities, X2 and X3, these facilities encompass a large portion of expansion tubes around the 
world. Table 17 shows a list of some of the expansion tubes around the world and their 
corresponding bore size. 
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Table 17: Inner diameters of various expansion tube facilities 
Expansion Tube Location Bore Size [mm] 
JX-1 Tohoku University 50 
X2 University of Queensland 85 
T6 Stalker Tunnel Oxford University 93.6 
Stanford 6” Expansion 
Tube Facility 
Stanford University 140 
Hypervelocity Expansion Tube University of Illinois 152 
Langley 6” Expansion 
Tube Facility 
Langley Research Centre 152.4 
X3 University of Queensland 180 
LENS X 
Calspan-University of 
Buffalo Research Centre 
609.6 
 It can be seen that dimensions of X2 and X3 encompass most of the expansion tubes around the 
world, hence by proving that the gate valve system is feasible on these two facilities, it can be 
predicted that a gate valve will also be feasible on the facilities with bore sizes between these 85-
180mm. To determine feasibility of implementing a gate valve on facilities with bores out of this 
range, simulations first need to be run to determine the required valve opening time. 
 Expansion Tube Gate Valve Design Proposal 
This chapter has proven the feasibility of replacing the thin film diaphragm with a gate valve 
system on UQ’s X2 facility for both low (0.5ms) and high enthalpy (1ms) test conditions and on 
the X3 facility for low enthalpy conditions (3ms). It was shown that the gate valve requires a 
20MPa cylinder pressure, large piston head, and a less conventional ‘Tension’ loading (most 
industry gate valves are ‘Compression’ loading) to open in 0.5ms with all metal components. If 
composites are used, a lower pressure, smaller piston head and more conventional loading can be 
used, however, a more rigorous composite analysis is necessary before prototyping. In contrast 
the 1ms opening valve requires no composite parts, no increase in pressure and can be 
accomplished with a ‘Compression’ loading. Therefore, to avoid relaxing constraints or 
undertaking a rigorous composite analysis it is proposed that a prototype 1ms opening time valve 
be constructed and tested on X2 to determine if acceptable test flow conditions can be achieved. 
If this proof of concept is successful, a 0.5ms opening time valve for X2 or a 3ms opening valve 
for X3 can be constructed and tested. Design drawings outlining the basic dimensions of the 
knife, con-rod, piston and acceleration and shock tube flanges for a feasible 1ms opening time 
gate valve are presented in the Appendix, Section 10.7. 
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Chapter 8 Conclusions 
The aim of this thesis was to assess the feasibility of a valve system which could replace the thin 
film diaphragm used in The University of Queensland’s X2 expansion tube and avoid the issues, 
such as instrument damage due to diaphragm fragmentation, associated with the current system.  
An investigation was conducted which first aimed to develop a thorough understanding of 
expansion tubes, their history and the problems associated with the use of a thin film diaphragm 
as part of the tube operation. It was identified that the critical issue associated with the thin film 
diaphragm was the damage to instrumentation caused by diaphragm fragment impacts.  
This highlighted the need to conduct a literature review which identified previous attempts to 
avoid these diaphragm impacts. A wide range of designs were investigated; however, it was 
concluded that none of these designs successfully avoided model damage without potentially 
introducing undesirable test flow disturbances. A previous study conducted by Burgess [1] 
suggested that if a valve system which opens in less than 0.5ms on UQ’s X2 facility could be 
implemented it may successfully avoid instrumentation damage introduced by the thin film 
diaphragm while still achieving acceptable test flows. 
The various valve systems that have been used in industry were then assessed against a number 
of basic functional requirements which are summarised as: ‘A system which completely clears 
the expansion tube bore, rapidly, and with minimal disturbance to the surrounding gas, while 
maintaining a low leakage seal’. It was shown that a gate valve is the most suitable system to 
accomplish this task. Three basic models were developed which described the different knife 
loadings and configurations that may achieve the required opening time. A ‘Tension’ model in 
which the knife contains a cut-out and is pulled so that the cut-out aligns with the expansion tube 
bore, denoting the open position. A ‘Compression’ model, with the knife again containing a cut-
out but being pushed to move into the open position; and a ‘No Hole’ model in which the knife 
does not contain a cut-out and is completely removed from between the tubes to achieve opening. 
The critical operational stages were identified as; acceleration of the gate valve knife, 
deceleration of the knife and sealing between the expansion tube and atmosphere throughout 
operation. Multiple systems were investigated to determine the most suitable mechanism to 
achieve each of these tasks. It was concluded that the gate valve should be accelerated by a piston 
system, and that the knife should be lengthened so it can be accelerated for longer before 
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beginning to clear the expansion tube bore, hence a lower acceleration can be used and knife 
failure can be avoided. PTFE encapsulated X-rings would be mounted in flanges attached to the 
end of the expansion tube and would seal against the face of the knife as it is slid into the open 
position.  Finally, cylinder cushioning was identified as the most suitable method of decelerating 
the knife and it was concluded that the hole in the knife may need to be lengthened to reduce the 
required deceleration and avoid knife failure. 
The desired material properties were then identified as; high specific strength and stiffness and, 
secondly, low cost and attainability. A lightweight aerospace aluminium as well as a high grade 
carbon fibre composite material were chosen due to their material properties, however, since the 
knife may need to be replaced regularly as a result of the large loads it will experience each shot, 
a medium grade steel and a lower grade carbon fibre were also taken through the analysis 
process. 
The failure modes of the knife, connecting rod and piston were then identified and approximated 
by analytical equations. It was identified that the knife thickness was defined by either tensile 
failure, compressive failure or excessive transverse deflection at the centre of the expansion tube 
bore due to the pressure difference between the shock and acceleration tubes. The knife analytical 
equations were shown to be conservative by comparing them with finite element analysis results. 
The con-rod thickness was defined by either tensile failure or buckling and the piston thickness 
by the pressures required to accelerate and decelerate the system.  
A parametric, iterative code was then developed which determined suitable dimensions for the 
knife, con-rod and piston in order to achieve a given opening time over a certain expansion tube 
bore diameter. A sensitivity analysis was conducted to determine the effects of; knife width, con-
rod outer radius, minimum transverse deflection criteria and piston cylinder pressure on 
achievable opening time. Using this analysis, optimised configurations for each of the three 
loading cases, ‘Tension’, ‘Compression’ and ‘No Hole’, with varying knife and con-rod materials 
and varying piston pressure were assessed against the required 0.5ms opening time. In both the 
‘Tension’ and ‘Compression’ cases multiple feasible configurations were achieved, however all 
configurations except one required the use of composite materials. Feasible configurations were 
then validated using Finite Element Analysis. In the ‘No Hole’ case, the gap left between the 
shock and acceleration tubes after knife removal could not be closed before the shock arrived at 
the valve position, meaning the test gas would be contaminated. Due to this the ‘No Hole’ model 
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was not deemed feasible. The application of the gate valve model to other expansion tubes and at 
other flow conditions was then assessed by varying the input parameters to the iterative code. It 
was concluded that the gate valve system is feasible on a majority, if not all, expansion tubes. 
This thesis has shown that it is theoretically feasible to implement a gate valve system on 
majority of expansion tubes, including UQ’s X2 and X3 facilities, in order to avoid damage to 
instrumentation mounted in the test section introduced by the use of a thin film diaphragm. 
 Recommendations 
It is proposed that before a 0.5ms opening gate valve designed to operate on X2 with low 
enthalpy test flows be prototyped (which will likely require an in depth composite analysis, 
expensive materials and higher cylinder pressures) a 1ms opening time valve be tested. The 1ms 
valve will operate on X2 for high enthalpy test flows and requires lower pressures and only metal 
components. This 1ms valve should then be tested to determine if the system results in better test 
flows than the current thin film diaphragm system. It is proposed that the main issue will be 
sealing the expansion tube during operation, and a number of possible methods to reduce the 
likelihood of seal failure have been presented in this thesis. If the 1ms gate valve is successful, a 
0.5ms X2 prototype or a 3ms prototype for the X3 facility with low enthalpy test flows could be 
constructed. The 3ms opening time gate valve is again much more feasible than the 0.5ms gate 
valve, only requiring metal component and lower cylinder pressures.  
 Contributions to Hypersonics 
Through investigating the feasibility of a valve system as a thin film diaphragm replacement on 
expansion tubes, a number of contributions have been made to the hypersonics field.  
A thorough description and assessment of the numerous mechanisms designed to avoid the issues 
associated with the thin film diaphragm has been presented. It is hoped this will be used as a base 
for the future development of systems designed to avoid thin film diaphragm issues. 
A unique, parameterised, code which enables the theoretical feasibility of gate valve 
implementation on any expansion tube facility to be assessed, and basic feasible parameters to be 
identified. It is hoped that, if tests at the University of Queensland’s facilities are successful, this 
code can be used as a preliminary tool to assess the feasibility of, and acquire basic parameters 
for, a gate valve system on other expansion tube facilities around the world. 
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Basic parameters and design drawings detailing a prototype gate valve system for implementation 
on UQ’s X2 facility with high enthalpy test flows. These drawings should form the basis of a 
detailed design analysis which will hopefully lead to the development and testing of a gate valve 
prototype. 
Finally, if the gate valve system is successful, this thesis has helped contributed to the increase in 
accuracy and quality of expansion tube test flow measurements. This will result in improved 
testing and design of scramjet and re-entry vehicles. 
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Chapter 10 Appendix 
 Comprehensive Manual Valve Suitability Investigation 
Manual valves are defined as valves which require an operator or actuator to directly open or 
close the system. They can be utilized to stop/start, regulate, or divert flow. Manual vales appear 
to be well suited as a replacement for the thin film diaphragm as certain configurations have the 
ability to fulfil all criteria listed in Table 1. The various manual valve configurations are 
investigated in this section and each configurations suitability as a thin film diaphragm 
replacement is assessed. 
 Check Valves 
Check valves allow fluid to flow in only one direction, deemed the forward direction. The valve 
is initially in the closed position, and a pressure differential across the valve cause by the fluid 
flow pushes it open. Flow in the reverse direction causes the valve to shut, stopping any further 
reverse flow. An example of a basic check valve system is shown in Figure 62. 
 
Figure 62: Example of Check Valve: Swing Check Valve [36] 
Check valves are not suitable for this application as they fail a number of the desired valve 
functions listed in Table 1: 
 They are an internal system, hence impede the flow after opening. (2) 
 They are opened via fluid flow (shock induced opening). (3) 
 They disturb the contact layer between the fluids on either side. (5) 
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 Pressure Relief Valves 
Pressure relief valves regulate the pressure in a system. In the event of excessive or insufficient 
pressure the valve will open and allow the release or intake of fluid to return the pressure to its 
nominal value [36].  
 
Figure 63: An example Pressure Relief Valve, a Safety Valve [36] 
As the purpose of this project is to find a valve which will partition the expansion tube before 
opening completely when desired, a regulation valve such as a pressure relief valve is not 
applicable. 
 Rupture Discs 
Rupture discs operate by simply partitioning the flow until a certain pressure is achieved, at this 
point the disc will burst and allow the flow of fluid. The thin film diaphragm currently in use on 
expansion tubes is an example of a rupture disc. Due to the problems associated with the current 
design, defined in Section 1.3,this type of valve will not be investigated further. 
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 Globe and Piston Valves 
In both globe and piston valves the closure member moves parallel to the fluid flow through the 
seat. Globe valves seal flush with the top of the seat, while piston valves intrude into the seat, see 
Figure 64 and Figure 65. 
  
Figure 64: Globe Valve [36] 
 
Figure 65: Piston Valve [36] 
The flow passage of the fluid through these valves is significantly disturbed due to seat/closure 
member orientation, failing criteria (5) of Table 1. 
Oblique variations of these valves such as that shown in Figure 66 improve the flow path, 
however it is still apparent that significant flow disturbances will occur due to the complex flow 
passage. For this reason, globe and piston valves will not be considered as a thin film diaphragm 
replacement. 
 
Figure 66: Globe Valve, Oblique Variation [36] 
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 Parallel Gate Valves 
Parallel gate valves have a closing member which moves perpendicular to the fluid flow, sliding 
in between two cylindrical members to block and seal the flow, or out of the members to allow 
fluid flow, see Figure 67. 
 
Figure 67: Parallel Gate Valve [36] 
This configuration fulfils all criteria listed in Table 1: 
 Pneumatic gate valves are currently used in industry for rapid opening/closing 
applications (1) 
 The closure member (knife) is either completely removed from the tube, or contains a cut-
out that aligns with the tubes when open, in both cases leaving the tube completely clear 
upon opening. (2) 
 The valve can be opened autonomously, without any interaction with the flow. (3) 
 The valve contains seals which press against the face of the closure member, this means 
the compressive sealing force can be easily modified to increase the seal achieved. The 
valve is also often used in industry for applications where leakage is undesirable, hence 
there is lots of research into parallel gate valve seals. (4) 
 The axial motion of the opening member means the flow will be minimally disturbed. (5) 
 The closing member’s thickness and material can be varied to withstand expansion tube 
conditions. (6) 
The gate valve design will be carried through to the parametric analysis. 
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 Plug Valves 
Plug valves have a closing member which is housed internally. The member consists of a solid 
object (can be cylindrical or round) which has a hole through the centre. When twisted such that 
the hole aligns with the piping, the fluid is allowed to flow, if the hole is perpendicular to the 
piping, no fluid can flow, see Figure 68. 
 
Figure 68: Plug Valve [36] 
During the 1980’s a type of spherical plug valve, called a ball valve was implemented in particle 
accelerators. Particle accelerators were being used to accelerate and investigate electron beams. 
The acceleration tube required a complete vacuum to allow the electrons to have larger mean free 
path such that they could be accelerated to much faster speeds than in a non-vacuum 
environment. A thin foil was used to separate the pressurized test section from the vacuum of the 
acceleration tube. If this sheet ruptured, the fast inrush of air and foil fragments from the test 
section could damage the particle accelerating mechanisms located in the acceleration tube. For 
this reason, a fast-closing ball valve was developed by C. Hanson and J. Clark [60]. This valve 
would be triggered by a change in pressure just before the foil sheet (implying sheet failure) and 
rapidly shut, protecting the accelerating mechanism from damage. The design developed is 
shown in Figure 69. 
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Figure 69: Fast-Closing Ball Valve for Particle Accelerator [60] 
Upon triggering of the pressure sensor, a current is induced in the solenoid coils, which induces a 
force on the conductive moment arm, causing it to rotate. This moment arm is attached to the ball 
valve via a shaft and hence on rotation, closes the valve. The moment arm is decelerated by being 
captured in the metal energy absorber. A vacuum seal is then achieved through the release of air 
from the pressurized air cylinder, this forces a cam downwards which, through a yoke 
mechanism, forces an O-ring into the rear of the closed ball valve. The cam is released via a lug 
located on the moment arm impacting a release latch once it is fully rotated. The closing time of 
the valve depends on the stored energy released into the solenoids, experimental results showed 
that at 1500J a closing time of ~4ms was achieved for a 51mm bore [60]. While this opening time 
shows potential, this design does not yet meet the 0.5ms opening time for an 0.085m diameter 
tube as is required for the X2 expansion tube.  
This rapid opening speed and the fact that plug valves leave the tube free of impedances once 
open is enticing. However, the plug valve may also cause complex flow regimes due to the 
significant disturbance caused by the sudden introduction of a new section of pipe as the valve 
opens. Additionally, stopping the rotation of the rapidly moving valve will be difficult, this 
difficulty is accentuated by the fact that the valve has to be stopped at the exact location such that 
it perfectly aligns with the expansion tube. Any misalignment in the mechanism and a blunt edge 
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will protrude into the flow, causing flow disturbance and stagnation resulting in chemical 
dissociation, see Section 1.3.4. Due to these concerns the plug valve will not be investigated 
further, however it should be noted that the design may be suitable, and should be investigated if 
the design developed in this project fails to meet the requirements. 
 Butterfly Valves 
Butterfly valves consist of an internally housed closing member which pivots 90o on a central 
axis, see Figure 70. 
 
Figure 70: Butterfly Valve [36] 
The butterfly valve system does not leave the tube clear upon opening and so will impede the 
flow causing stagnation and chemical dissociation, see Section 1.3.4. From Table 1, this is not 
desirable in the valve upgrade, and so butterfly valves will not be investigated further. 
 Pinch and Diaphragm Valves 
Pinch valves operate on a flexible section of piping which can be elastically deformed so much so 
that the two walls of the pipe touch, stopping the flow. Two external, parallel plates are forced 
together, pushing the pipe closed, see Figure 71. Diaphragm valves operate in a similar manner, 
except one wall is solid and stationary, and the other elastic wall is deformed by an external plate 
to meet it and seal, see Figure 72. 
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Figure 71: Pinch Valve [36] 
 
Figure 72: Diaphragm Valve[36] 
There are a number of characteristics of the pinch and diaphragm valve mechanisms which may 
make them unsuitable for this application. The highly elastic material needed for the operation of 
these valves may not be able to withstand the high pressure environment in the expansion tube 
without bursting or resulting in a deviation in tube diameter when open. The effects of the 
opening mechanism on the flow is likely to disturb the driver/test gas interface and the opening 
time for the valves has also not been investigated. For these reasons both pinch and diaphragm 
valves will not be investigated further. 
 Iris Valves 
Iris Valves consist of a number ‘fins’ which constitute the closing member, a rotating mechanism 
causes the fins to move towards the centre of the piping, eventually meeting in the middle. Iris 
Valves seal due to the contact pressure between each fin. See Figure 73. 
 
Figure 73: Iris Valve [61] 
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The iris valve has several desirable characteristics: it completely clears the piping when open, is 
not opened via the fluid flow and would not significantly disturb the shock tube-acceleration tube 
gas boundary upon opening. The main concerns with the Iris valve are its ability to seal against a 
vacuum, its ability to resist the pressure difference between the shock and acceleration tube 
without failing and its high complexity. This valve type is often used in rapid operation 
situations, such as camera shutters. Here the valves multiple lightweight parts give it the ability to 
open rapidly. However, for applications where transverse strength is a concern, the valve must be 
thickened to avoid failure, this results in a slower operating mechanism. These concerns mean 
that, while an Iris valve may be suitable for this application, it will not be perused further in this 
investigation. 
Iris Valves are used for many industry applications, the most relevant being in leaf shutter 
cameras. The shutter mechanism in a camera is used to briefly expose photographic film to light, 
before rapidly closing again. Leaf shutters can achieve opening times of 0.6ms, however the 
aperture of a camera is quite small, about 25mm [62], meaning that the opening time for X2’s 
85mm bore would be much higher. This design is still promising in terms of opening speed, 
however, camera shutters are extremely light weight and as such do not resist through plane 
forces well. As the design used in the expansion tube upgrade will need to resist through plane 
forces of up to 1MPa, it will need to be a lot thicker and hence the opening times achieved will be 
slower. 
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 Leak Rate Approximation 
From the Parker O-ring Handbook [46], Section 3.2.1, the leak rate of an O-ring can be 
approximated by Equation ( 20 ). 
𝐿 = 0.7 × 𝐹 × 𝐷 × 𝑃 × 𝑄 × (1 − 𝑆)2 ( 20 ) 
Where: 
Symbol Parameter Value Units 
𝑳 𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑘 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 − 𝑠𝑡𝑑. 𝑐𝑐/𝑠𝑒𝑐 
𝑭 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑜𝑓  
𝐺𝑎𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ 𝑎 𝑁𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑙𝑒 𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑙 
7.4 × 10−8 Std cc
cm
cm2
 sec. bar 
𝑫 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝐷𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑆𝑒𝑎𝑙 9.45 𝐼𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑠 
𝑷 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑙 14.5 𝐼𝑏𝑓
𝑖𝑛2
 
𝑸 𝑆𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑒𝑧𝑒 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑙𝑢𝑏𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 1.5 − 
S 𝑆𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑒𝑧𝑒 0.16 − 
Giving: 
𝐿 = 7.5 × 10−6𝑐𝑐/𝑠𝑒𝑐 
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 Composite Analysis Python Code 
1. """  
2. TITLE:  
3. Composite Analysis  
4.   
5. AUTHOR:  
6. Joshua Wilson  
7.   
8. DATE:  
9. 27/10/2016  
10. """   
11.    
12. # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #   
13. # Importing Required Modules  #   
14. # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #   
15.    
16. import numpy as np   
17. import math as mth   
18.        
19. # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #   
20. # Defining Required Functions #   
21. # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #   
22.    
23. def Principal_Q(theta):   
24.     m   = mth.cos(mth.radians(theta))   
25.     n   = mth.sin(mth.radians(theta))   
26.     T_1 = np.matrix([[m**2, n**2, 2*m*n], [n**2, m**2, -2*m*n], [-m*n, m*n, m**2- n**2]])   
27.     T_2 = np.matrix([[m**2, n**2, m*n], [n**2, m**2, -m*n], [-2*m*n, 2*m*n, m**2- n**2]])     
28.     Q_p = np.linalg.multi_dot([np.linalg.inv(T_1), Q, T_2])   
29.     return Q_p   
30.    
31. def Rot_T_1(theta):   
32.     m   = mth.cos(mth.radians(theta))   
33.     n   = mth.sin(mth.radians(theta))   
34.     T_1 = np.matrix([[m**2, n**2, 2*m*n], [n**2, m**2, -2*m*n], [-m*n, m*n, m**2- n**2]])   
35.     return T_1   
36.    
37. def Chamis(E_f, E_m, v_f, vp_f, vp_m, rho_f, rho_m):   
38.     v_m = 1 - v_f   
39.     E_11 = v_f*E_f + v_m*E_m   
40.     E_22 = E_m/(1 - mth.sqrt(v_f)*(1 - (E_m/E_f)))   
41.     G_f  = E_f/(2*1 + vp_f)   
42.     G_m  = E_m/(2*1 + vp_m)   
43.     G_12 = G_m/(1 - mth.sqrt(v_f)*(1 - (G_m/G_f)))   
44.     v_12 = v_f*vp_f + v_f*vp_m   
45.     rho  = rho_f*v_f + rho_m*v_m   
46.     return [E_11, E_22, G_12, v_12, rho]   
47.       
48. # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #   
49. # Defining Material Properties and ply lay-up #   
50. # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #   
51.    
52. #M55J 6K/954-3 Uni   
53. E_1, E_2, G_12, v_12, rho = Chamis(540*10**9, 2.8*10**9, 0.6, 0.3, 0.3, 1910, 1190)   
54.    
55. #M18-1 Hexcel   
56. #E_1, E_2, G_12, v_12, rho = [128*10**9, 9.3*10**9, 5*10**9, 0.3, 1556]   
57.    
58.    
59. Ply_Layup   = [0, 45, -45, 90, 90, -45, 45, 0]   
60. t = 0.000127      #Ply thickness [m]    
61.    
62. switch = True   
63. for x in np.linspace(1.5*10**5, 5.9*10**5, 2000):   
64.        
65.     # # # # # # # # # # # # #   
66.     # Defining Input forces #   
67.     # # # # # # # # # # # # #   
68.        
69.     N_x     = x     #Input x Load       [N/m]   
70.     N_y     = 0     #Input y Load       [N/m]   
71.     N_xy    = 0     #Input xy Load      [N/m]   
72.        
73.     N_s     = np.matrix([[N_x], [N_y], [N_xy]])   
74.        
75.     M_x     = 0     #Input x Moment     [Nm/m]     
76.     M_y     = 0     #Input y Moment     [Nm/m]    
77.     M_xy    = 0     #Input xy Moment    [Nm/m]    
78.        
79.     M_s     = np.matrix([[M_x], [M_y], [M_xy]])   
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80.     # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #   
81.     # Defining Compliance and Reduced Stiffness Matrix  #   
82.     # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #   
83.            
84.     #Compliance matrix   
85.     S_11    = 1/E_1   
86.     S_12    = -v_12/E_1   
87.     S_22    = 1/E_2   
88.     S_66    = 1/G_12   
89.     So      = S_11*S_22-S_12**2   
90.        
91.     S = np.matrix([[S_11, S_12, 0], [S_12, S_22, 0], [0, 0, S_66]])   
92.        
93.     #Reduced Stiffness or plane stress matrix   
94.     Q_11    = S_22/So   
95.     Q_22    = S_11/So   
96.     Q_12    = -S_12/So   
97.     Q_66    = 1/S_66   
98.        
99.     Q = np.matrix([[Q_11, Q_12, 0], [Q_12, Q_22, 0], [0, 0, Q_66]])   
100.        
101.     # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #   
102.     # Calculating [A], [B] and [D]  #   
103.     # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #   
104.     A = 0   
105.     B = 0   
106.     D = 0   
107.     DeltaZ2 = 0   
108.     N = len(Ply_Layup)   
109.     for k in range(1, N+1):   
110.         if k <= N/2:   
111.             A = A + Principal_Q(Ply_Layup[k-1])*((N/2 - k)*-t - (N/2 - (k - 1))*-t)   
112.             B = B + 0.5*(Principal_Q(Ply_Layup[k-1])*(((N/2 - k)*-t)**2 - ((N/2 - (k - 1))*-t)**2))           
113.             D = D + 1/3*(Principal_Q(Ply_Layup[k-1])*(((N/2 - k)*-t)**3 - ((N/2 - (k - 1))*-t)**3))   
114.         elif k > N/2:   
115.             A = A + Principal_Q(Ply_Layup[k-1])*((k - N/2)*t - (k - N/2 - 1)*t)           
116.             B = B + 0.5*(Principal_Q(Ply_Layup[k-1])*(((k - N/2)*t)**2 - ((k - N/2 - 1)*t)**2))   
117.             D = D + 1/3*(Principal_Q(Ply_Layup[k-1])*(((k - N/2)*t)**3 - (((k - 1) - N/2)*t)**3))   
118.    
119.     # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #   
120.     # Calculating [A'], [B'] and [D'] #   
121.     # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #   
122.        
123.     A_inv       = np.linalg.inv(A)   
124.     D_star      = D - np.linalg.multi_dot([B,A_inv,B])   
125.     D_star_inv  = np.linalg.inv(D_star)   
126.        
127.     A_dash      = A_inv + np.linalg.multi_dot([A_inv, B, D_star_inv, B, A_inv])   
128.     B_dash      = -np.linalg.multi_dot([A_inv, B, D_star_inv])   
129.     C_dash      = -np.linalg.multi_dot([D_star_inv, B, A_inv])   
130.     D_dash      = D_star_inv   
131.        
132.     # # # # # # # # # # # #   
133.     # Calculating Strains #   
134.     # # # # # # # # # # # #   
135.        
136.     Strain  = np.dot(A_dash, N_s) + np.dot(B_dash, M_s)   
137.     thing   = np.dot(B_dash, N_s) + np.dot(D_dash, M_s)   
138.     E_xx = (x/(t*len(Ply_Layup)))/Strain[0,0]   
139.     v_xy = -Strain[1,0]/Strain[0,0]   
140.     G_xy = E_xx/(2*(1+v_xy))   
141.        
142.     # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #   
143.     # Calculating Stresses in principal direction and hence failure stress  #   
144.     # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #   
145.    
146.     Position = np.linspace(-len(Ply_Layup)/2*t, len(Ply_Layup)/2*t, 20)   
147.     for i in Position:   
148.         if i < -len(Ply_Layup)/2*t + t or i > len(Ply_Layup)/2*t - t:   
149.             k = 0   
150.         elif -len(Ply_Layup)/2*t + t <= i < -
len(Ply_Layup)/2*t + 2*t or len(Ply_Layup)/2*t - t >= i > len(Ply_Layup)/2*t - 2*t:   
151.             k = 1   
152.         elif -len(Ply_Layup)/2*t + 2*t <= i < -
len(Ply_Layup)/2*t + 3*t or len(Ply_Layup)/2*t + 2*t >= i > len(Ply_Layup)/2*t - 3*t:   
153.             k = 2   
154.         elif -len(Ply_Layup)/2*t + 3*t <= i or i < len(Ply_Layup)/2*t + 3*t:   
155.             k = 3   
156.         stress = np.dot(Principal_Q(Ply_Layup[k]), Strain) +  np.dot(Principal_Q(Ply_Layup[k])*i, thing)   
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157.         stress = np.dot(Principal_Q(Ply_Layup[k]), Strain) +  np.dot(Principal_Q(Ply_Layup[k])*i, thing)   
158.         strain = Strain + i*thing    
159.         Ply_Stress_lamina = np.dot(Rot_T_1(Ply_Layup[k]),stress)   
160.         if Ply_Stress_lamina[0,0] > 2137*10**6 or Ply_Stress_lamina[1,0] > 53.4*10**6:   
161.             if switch == True:   
162.                 switch = False   
163.                 print("Failure Force  :", x)   
164.                 print("Failure Stress :", x/(t*len(Ply_Layup)))   
165.                 print("Young's Modulus:", E_xx)   
166.                 print("Shear Modulus:  ", G_xy)   
167.                 print("Poisson's Ratio:", v_xy)   
168.                 print("Density:        ", rho)   
169.                 break   
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 Development and Verification of Finite Element Model 
To assess the accuracy of the analytical equations used throughout the parametric analysis, a 
finite element model was developed. In this section a description of the constraints used on the 
knife is stated, Section 10710.4.1, following this the simplest model, the ‘No Hole’ case, is tested 
against known analytical results to verify the simulation Section 10.4.2. A mesh convergence 
study is then conducted on the more complex ‘Compression’ case to determine the required mesh 
face sizing Section 10.4.3. 
 Constraints 
The FEA model was developed by first creating a very simple geometry and testing the results 
against accurate numerically calculated results to validate the constraints used. The initial 
geometry was a thin rectangular plate being loaded (in tension or compression) on one end and 
resisting this load purely by its own inertia.  
It was identified that in the ideal situation, the inertial force (governed by Newtons 3 rd Law) will 
exactly cancel out the force applied to the plate. Hence rather than try and balance the forces, the 
‘forced’ end of the plate could simply be fixed in the y-direction and a body acceleration could be 
applied. The displacement constraint creates a force that exactly opposes the acceleration, 
modelling the force that would be necessary to create the inertial force, see Figure 74. 
 
Figure 74: Gate Valve Knife FEA Constraints 
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The knife of the gate valve will be clamped at the forced end, hence there will be no motion in 
the z-direction, as such a constrain was implemented on the forced end, imposing no 
displacement in the z-direction. When accelerated, the plate will ‘squash’ increasing in width 
slightly, for this reason a displacement constraint was not placed on the plate in the x-direction, 
instead negligibly small force springs were imposed in the x-direction on each of the long edges 
to stop rigid body motion and allow the FEA to evaluate a solution. The plate was also 
constrained with no displacement in the z-direction along the long edges as the knife of the gate 
valve is supported here. Finally, a constraint enforcing no displacement in the x-direction was 
imposed on the non-forced end of the plate to stop unrealistic buckling modes from occurring in 
the compression case. An additional no displacement in the z-direction constraint was added to 
the unforced end of the plate as at this position the plate is supported in the out of plane direction 
by the expansion tube. 
 Verification of Model 
This model was validated by setting the material, width, thickness and length of the plate and 
applying an acceleration corresponding to a given force. The maximum stress in the sheet was 
then calculated using Equation ( 21 ) and this result compared to that obtained by the FEA.  
𝜎 = 𝜌 × 𝐿 × 𝐴𝑐𝑐 ( 21 ) 
Table 18 shows the results. 
Table 18: FEA Model Validation 
Parameter Value 
Length 0.5m 
Width 0.135 
Thickness 0.005 
Density (ASTM A36) 7850 
Force 1000N 
Plate Mass 2.649375kg 
Acceleration 377.4475112 
Hand Calculated Maximum Stress 14.8x105 N 
FEA Calculated Maximum Stress 14.8x105 N 
Table 18 shows that the FEA accurately predicts the stress throughout the plate.  
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 ‘Compression’ and ‘Tension’ Geometry and Mesh Convergence Study 
Once the constraints had been verified, the more complex ‘Tension’ and ‘Compression’ cases 
could be created by adding the knife hole. Figure 75 shows the geometries. 
Tension 
 
Compression 
 
Figure 75: FEA Stress Distribution Models 
Finally, the mesh sizing was assessed to find what face element size provided a suitably 
converged solution. A too fine mesh will result in simulations taking too long, a too coarse mesh 
will result in inaccurate solutions. To justify the mesh sizing, the stress in the knife around the 
edge of the cut-out section was tested with the knife under tension, the dimensions were held 
constant and the mesh element size was varied, the results from this investigation are shown 
below in Figure 76. 
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Figure 76: Determination of Mesh Size for Stress Convergence 
It can be seen that once the mesh sizing is reduced below 0.008m the stress results remain 
relatively constant. As such a mesh size of 0.008m will be implemented in all future simulations. 
 Iterative Parametric Analysis 
 Example Iteration of Parametric Analysis 
1. Designate the required system parameters. 
Parameter Symbol Value Units 
Opening Time 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 0.001 𝑠 
Expansion Tube Diameter 𝑋𝐷 0.085 𝑚 
∆𝑷 across knife 𝑋𝑃 200 × 103  𝑃𝑎 
Cylinder Pressure 𝐶𝑃 10 × 106 𝑃𝑎 
Piston Yield Strength 𝑃𝑌𝑆 503 × 10
6 𝑃𝑎 
Piston Density 
𝑃𝑟ℎ𝑜 2810 
𝑘𝑔
𝑚3
 
Con-rod Young’s Modulus 𝐶𝑅𝐸 71.7 × 10
9 𝑃𝑎 
Con-rod Yield Strength 𝐶𝑅𝑌𝑆 503 × 10
6 𝑃𝑎 
Con-rod Density 
𝐶𝑅𝑟ℎ𝑜 2810 
𝑘𝑔
𝑚3
 
Con-rod Outer Radius 𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑂 0.00925 𝑚 
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Excess knife length for seals 𝐿𝑖𝑝 0.02 𝑚 
Estimated Knife buckling Constant 𝑘𝑐 4.25 − 
Compressive Sealing Force 𝑆𝐹 145 𝑁 
Seal-Knife Coefficient of Friction 𝐶𝐹 0.25 − 
Maximum knife transverse deflection 𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑀𝑎𝑥 0.0005 𝑚 
Knife Material Properties 
𝐸, 
𝑅ℎ𝑜, 
𝑣𝑒 
𝜎𝐹𝑎𝑖𝑙 
71.7 × 109,  
2810, 
0.33, 
503 × 106  
𝑃𝑎, 
𝑘𝑔
𝑚3
, 
−, 
𝑃𝑎 
2. Designate the case, ‘Compression’, ‘Tension’ or ‘No Hole’. 
 
3. Set the minimum knife length, maximum hole length and knife width. 
 
4. Set the piston diameter, estimate the system mass and specify the deceleration. 
 
5. Calculate the achievable acceleration. 
 
 
 
 
 
‘Tension’ 
𝐾𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 1𝑚 
𝐾𝐿𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 2𝑋𝐷 + 3𝐿𝑖𝑝 = 0.23𝑚 
𝑤 = 0.135𝑚 
𝑃𝐷 = 0.1𝑚 
𝐸𝑆𝑀 = 0.84𝑘𝑔 
𝐷𝑒𝑐 = −84040
𝑚
𝑠2
 
𝑃𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑛 𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒 = 𝐶𝑃 × 𝜋 ((
𝑃𝐷
2
)
2
− 𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑂
2) = 75852𝑁 
𝑆𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 = 𝐶𝐹 × 𝑆𝐹 × 2 = 72.5𝑁 
𝐴𝑐𝑐 =
𝑃𝐹 − 𝑆𝐹
𝐸𝑆𝑀
= 90214
𝑚
𝑠2
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6. Calculate the required run up, hole length and knife length. 
 
7. Calculate the minimum failure thickness of the knife. 
 
𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑎𝑡 𝑒𝑛𝑑 𝑜𝑓 𝑟𝑢𝑛 𝑢𝑝 = 𝑣𝑖 =
𝑋𝐷 − 0.5 × 𝐷𝑒𝑐 × 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒2
𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
= 127
𝑚
𝑠
 
𝐻𝑜𝑙𝑒 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ = 𝐿𝐻 = −
𝑣𝑖
2
2 × 𝐷𝑒𝑐
= 0.096𝑚 
𝑅𝑢𝑛 𝑈𝑝 = 𝑅𝑈 =
𝑣𝑖
2
2 × 𝐴𝑐𝑐
= 0.089𝑚 
𝐾𝑛𝑖𝑓𝑒 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ = 𝐾𝐿 = 3 × 𝐻𝐿 + 𝑅𝑈 + 3 × 𝐿𝑖𝑝 = 0.437𝑚 
1. Calculate minimum thickness to fulfil transverse deflection criteria 
𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑀𝑎𝑥 =
−𝑋𝑃 (
𝑋𝐷
2 )
4
(5 + 𝑣𝑒)
64𝐾(1 + 𝑣)
 
𝐾 =
𝐸𝑡𝑚𝑖𝑛,𝐶𝐷
3
12(1 − 𝑣2)
 
𝑡min,𝐶𝐷 =  2.3𝑚𝑚 
2. Check if knife will fail in tension when accelerating 
a. In full width section 
𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
𝜎𝑦𝑙𝑑𝑤
𝜌(𝐿𝑤 − (𝜋 (
𝑋𝐷
2 )
2
+ 𝑋𝐷(𝐿𝐻 − 𝑋𝐷)))
= 461301
𝑚
𝑠2
> 𝐴𝑐𝑐 
∴ 𝑤𝑖𝑙𝑙 𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙 𝑖𝑛 𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑙 𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ 𝑤ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑒 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔  
b. In reduced width section 
𝑘𝑡 = 3 − 3.13 (
𝑋𝐷
𝑤
) + 3.66 (
𝑋𝐷
𝑤
)
2
− 1.53 (
𝑋𝐷
𝑤
)
3
= 2.098 
𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
𝜎(𝑤 − 𝑋𝐷)
𝑘𝑡𝜌(𝑤(2𝐿𝐻 + 2𝐿𝑖𝑝) − ((𝜋 (
𝑋𝐷
2 )
2
+ 𝑋𝐷(𝐿𝐻 − 𝑋𝐷)) − (𝜋
𝑋𝐷2
8
)))
= 167823𝑚/𝑠2 
𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑥 > 𝐴𝑐𝑐 ∴ 𝑤𝑖𝑙𝑙 𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙 𝑖𝑛 𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒𝑑 𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ 𝑤ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑒 𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 
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8. Calculate the mass of the system 
 
3. Check if the knife will fail in compression when decelerating 
𝑡min,𝑏𝑢𝑐𝑘 =
(
 
 
 
 12𝜌𝑎𝑤
2(𝐿𝑤 − (𝜋 (
𝑋𝐷
2 )
2
+ 𝑋𝐷(𝐿𝐻 − 𝑋𝐷)))(1 − 𝑣𝑒
2)
𝑤𝜋2𝑘𝑐𝐸
)
 
 
 
 
1
2
= 2.7𝑚𝑚 
𝑡𝑚𝑖𝑛,𝑏𝑢𝑐𝑘 > 𝑡𝑚𝑖𝑛,𝐶𝐷 ∴ 𝑡𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 𝑡𝑚𝑖𝑛,𝑏𝑢𝑐𝑘 
 
1. Calculate the mass of the knife 
𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑘𝑛𝑖𝑓𝑒 = 𝜌𝑡𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝐿𝑤 − (𝜋 (
𝑋𝐷
2
)
2
+ 𝑋𝐷(𝐿𝐻 − 𝑋𝐷))) = 0.397𝑘𝑔 
2. Calculate the mass of the piston 
Maximum pressure occurs when accelerating in this case: 
𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 = 10𝑀𝑃𝑎 
𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑 = 𝑃𝐷√
3
16
(
𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠
𝜎𝑦𝑙𝑑
) = 6.1𝑚𝑚 
𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑃𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑛 = 0.3 + 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑𝜌𝜋 (
𝑃𝐷
2
)
2
= 0.435𝑘𝑔  
(0.3𝑘𝑔 𝑡𝑜 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑛) 
3. Calculate Con-rod Mass 
a. Calculate the required internal radius to resist failure when accelerating  
𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒𝐴𝑐𝑐 = (𝐸𝑆𝑀 −𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑃𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑛) × 𝐴𝑐𝑐 = 36537𝑁 
𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑖,𝑇𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 = √𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑜
2 −
𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒𝐴𝑐𝑐
𝜎𝑦𝑙𝑑𝜋
= 7.9𝑚𝑚 
b. Calculate the required internal radius to resist failure when decelerating 
This is done in a loop which checks a number of internal con-rod radius until the maximum 
internal radius is found at which buckling will not occur, hence con-rod mass is minimised. 
If this is greater than the required internal radius to resist tensile failure, the required 
internal radius is 𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑖,𝑇𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛, if it is less, it is set to 𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑖,𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛. In this example an 
internal con-rod radius equal to that required for tension will be tested, this will determine if 
the con-rod inner radius is defined by tension or compressive failure.  
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𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒𝐷𝑒𝑐 = (𝐸𝑆𝑀 −𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑃𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑛) × −𝐷𝑒𝑐 = 34036𝑁 
𝐶𝑅𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ = 𝑅𝑈 + 𝐻𝐿 + 𝐿𝑖𝑝 = 0.2𝑚 
𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑐𝑘 𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑖,𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 0.0079𝑚 
𝐼 =
𝜋
4
(𝑅𝑜
4 − 𝑅𝑖
4) = 2.69 × 10−9𝑚4 
𝐴 = 𝜋(𝑅𝑜
2 − 𝑅𝑖
2) = 7.27 × 10−5𝑚2 
𝑅𝐺 = √
𝐼
𝐴
= 6.1 × 10−3𝑚 
𝑆𝑅 =
0.5𝐿
𝑅𝐺
= 16.4 < √
𝜋2𝐸
𝜎𝑦𝑙𝑑
= 37.5 
∴ 𝑆ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑛 𝐵𝑢𝑐𝑘𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐻𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑠 
𝐹𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 = (𝜎𝑦𝑙𝑑 − (
𝜎𝑦𝑙𝑑𝐿
2𝜋𝑅𝐺
)
2
(
𝐶2
𝐸
))𝐴 = 29583𝑁 < 34036𝑁 
Since the conrod will buckle at the internal radius defined by the tensile loading, the 
internal radius is defined by buckling. 
Test a smaller radius to increase Fcritical: 
𝐶ℎ𝑒𝑐𝑘 𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑖,𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 0.0076𝑚 
𝐼 = 3.1 × 10−9𝑚4,          𝐴 = 8.7 × 10−5𝑚2,     𝑅𝐺 = 5.99 × 10−3,     𝑆𝑅 = 16.7  
∴ 𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑛 𝑏𝑢𝑐𝑘𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 
𝐹𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 = 35092𝑁 > 34036𝑁 
∴ 𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑖 = 7.6𝑚𝑚 
𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠𝐶𝑅 = 𝜌𝐿𝜋(𝑅𝑜
2 − 𝑅𝑖
2) = 0.049 
 4. Calculate the total system mass 
𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 = 𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠𝐾𝑛𝑖𝑓𝑒 +𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑃𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑛 +𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠𝐶𝑅 = 0.397 + 0.435 + 0.049 
= 0.88𝑘𝑔 
Since the calculated system mass is approximately equal to the estimated system mass, 
this is a valid system configuration. (Note that in the actual code the system mass must be 
± 0.01kg to be a valid solution) 
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 Python Code used to Conduct Iterations 
1. """  
2. TITLE:  
3. Gate Valve Feasibility Code  
4. Thesis  
5.   
6. AUTHOR:  
7. Joshua Wilson  
8.   
9. DATE:  
10. 27/10/2016  
11. """   
12. # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #   
13. # Importing Required Modules  #   
14. # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #   
15.    
16. import numpy as np   
17. import math as m   
18.    
19. # # # # # # # #    
20. # User inputs #   
21. # # # # # # # #   
22.    
23. #General   
24. time    = 0.0005    #Required opening time              [s]   
25. XD      = 0.085     #Diameter of expansion tube         [m]   
26. XP      = 200*10**3 #Pressure dif. between tubes        [Pa]   
27.    
28. #Piston   
29. CP      = 20*10**6  #Cylinder pressure                  [Pa]   
30. P_YS    = 503*10**6 #Yield strength of piston material  [Pa]   
31. P_rho   = 2810      #Density of piston material         [kg/m^3]   
32.    
33. #Con-rod   
34. CR_E    = 71.70*10**9   #Youngs modulus of con-rod material [Pa]   
35. CR_YS   = 503*10**6     #Yield stress of con-rod material   [Pa]   
36. CR_rho  = 2810          #Density of con-rod                 [kg/m^3]   
37. CR_R_O  = 0.015         #Outer radius of con-rod            [m]   
38.    
39. #Knife   
40. Lip     = 0.02      #Length of knife lip                [m]   
41. w       = 0.135      #Width of knife                     [m]   
42. kc      = 4.25      #Buckling constant   
43.    
44. #Sealing   
45. SF      = 145       #Compressive force for seals        [N]   
46. CF      = 0.25      #Coefficient of friction   
47.    
48. #Transverse Failure Definition   
49. Def_Max = 0.0005    #Maximum centre deflection          [m]   
50.    
51. #Material:   
52. E, Rho, ve, FS = [71.70*10**9, 2810, 0.33, 503*10**6]       #Al 7075-T6   
53. #[49849476940.1, 1556, 0.306781801585, 313370267.811]       #M18/1 Hexcel   
54. #[116724223876.0, 1622.0 ,0.328793435701 , 576592430.073]   #M55J6k/954-3   
55. #[200.0*10**9, 7850, 0.26, 250*10**6]                       #ASTM A36   
56.    
57. # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #   
58. # Defining Compression or Tenison #   
59. # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #   
60.    
61. Case = input('Enter Case: Compression, Tension or No Hole: ')   
62.    
63. if Case == 'Compression' or Case == 'Tension':   
64.     KL_min  = 2*XD + 3*Lip      #Minimum length of knife    [m]   
65. if Case == 'No Hole':   
66.     KL_min  = XD + 2*Lip        #Minimum length of knife    [m]   
67.    
68. # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #   
69. # Defining Required Equations #   
70. # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #   
71.    
72. def Acceleration():   
73.     """  
74.     Calculates the acceleration achieved by the system  
75.     """   
76.     if Case=='Compression':       
77.         Piston_F    = (CP*m.pi*(PD/2)**2)               #Force exerted on piston head   
78.     if Case=='Tension' or 'No Hole':   
79.         Piston_F    = (CP*m.pi*((PD/2)**2-CR_R_O**2))   #Force exerted on piston head   
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80.     Seal_Friction_F = CF*SF*2                           #Friction force opposing sliding of knife   
81.     return (Piston_F-Seal_Friction_F)/ESM             
82.            
83. def Run_Up():     
84.     """  
85.     Calculates the run up required to achieve  
86.     the velocity at commencement of opening which  
87.     allows the required opening time to be acheived  
88.     and the knife to be completely stopped at the end.  
89.     Also calculates the required length of the knife hole.  
90.     """   
91.     if Case == 'Compression' or Case == 'Tension':   
92.         v_i = (XD - 0.5*Dec*time**2)/time   #Required knife velocity when it begins to open   
93.         d_T = -(v_i**2)/(2*Dec)             #Required length of knife hole   
94.         Run_Up = v_i**2/(2*Acc)             #Required knife run-up   
95.     if Case == 'No Hole':   
96.         Run_Up = (((XD - 0.5*Acc*time**2)/time)**2)/(2*Acc) #Required knife run-up   
97.         d_T =0   
98.     if Run_Up < Lip:   
99.         Run_Up = Lip                        #Needs to be room for seals   
100.     return [Run_Up, d_T]   
101.     
102. def System_Mass():   
103.     """  
104.     Calculates an estimate of the actual system mass  
105.     that includes the knife, piston and conrod.  
106.     """   
107.     if Case == 'Compression' or Case == 'Tension':   
108.         #Knife   
109.         Knife_Mass  =   Rho*t_min*(KL*w-(m.pi*(XD/2)**2+XD*(HL-XD)))   #Mass of knife   
110.            
111.         #Piston   
112.         Dec_Press   = (ESM*-Dec)/(m.pi*(PD/2)**2)       #Pressure to decelerate   
113.         Acc_Press   = (ESM*Acc)/(m.pi*(PD/2)**2)        #Pressure to Accelerate   
114.         if Dec_Press > Acc_Press:                       #Determining critical pressure   
115.             Press = Dec_Press   
116.         else:   
117.             Press = Acc_Press   
118.         t_h         = PD*m.sqrt(3/16*Press/P_YS)        #Required piston head thickness           
119.         Piston_Mass = 0.3 + t_h*P_rho*m.pi*(PD/2)**2    #Mass of piston head + 0.3 for piston body   
120.            
121.         #Con-Rod   
122.         CR_F_A  = (ESM-Piston_Mass)*Acc     #Force on con-rod by piston when accelerating   
123.         CR_F_D  = (ESM-Piston_Mass)*-Dec    #Force on con-rod by piston when decelerating   
124.         CR_L = RU + HL + Lip                #Required length of con-rod + lip for fastening   
125.            
126.         if Case == 'Tension':   
127.             if CR_R_O**2 - CR_F_A/(CR_YS*m.pi) > 0:     #Checking con-rod can resist failure with Ri > 0   
128.                 CR_Ri_T = m.sqrt(CR_R_O**2 - CR_F_A/(CR_YS*m.pi)) #Inner Conrod radius to resist tensile failure
 when accelerating   
129.             else:   
130.                 CR_Ri_T = 0   
131.         elif Case == 'Compression':   
132.             if CR_R_O**2 - CR_F_D/(CR_YS*m.pi) > 0:   
133.                 CR_Ri_T = m.sqrt(CR_R_O**2 - CR_F_D/(CR_YS*m.pi)) #Inner Conrod radius to resist tensile failure
 when decelerating   
134.             else:   
135.                 CR_Ri_T = 0   
136.         CR_R_I = np.linspace(CR_R_O-(CR_R_O-0.0001), CR_R_O-0.001, 15) #List of inner conrod radius to test   
137.         CR_Mass_Best = 100   
138.         CR_Ri_B = 0   
139.         for CR_ri in CR_R_I:   
140.             CR_I    = m.pi/4*(CR_R_O**4 - CR_ri**4)             #Second moment of area   
141.             CR_A    = m.pi*(CR_R_O**2 - CR_ri**2)               #Cross-sectional area   
142.             CR_M    = m.pi*(CR_R_O**2 - CR_ri**2)*CR_L*CR_rho   #Mass   
143.             CR_RG   = m.sqrt(CR_I/CR_A)                         #Radius of gyration   
144.             SR      = 0.5*CR_L/CR_RG                            #Slenderness ratio   
145.                
146.             if SR > m.sqrt(m.pi**2*CR_E/CR_YS):         #Long Column, Euler Buckling Holds   
147.                 F_cr = (m.pi**2*CR_E*CR_I)/((CR_L)**2)  #Critical buckling force   
148.             elif SR < m.sqrt(m.pi**2*CR_E/CR_YS):       #Short Column, Johnson's formula holds              
149.                 F_cr = (CR_YS - ((CR_YS*CR_L)/(2*m.pi*CR_RG))**2*(1**2)/CR_E)*CR_A #Critical buckling force   
150.        
151.             if Case == 'Tension':   
152.                 if F_cr > CR_F_D and CR_M < CR_Mass_Best: #Won't buckle and is better solution   
153.                     CR_Mass_Best    = CR_M  #Save this solution   
154.                     CR_Ri_B         = CR_ri #Save this solution   
155.             if Case == 'Compression':   
156.                 if F_cr > CR_F_A and CR_M < CR_Mass_Best: #Won't buckle and is better solution   
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157.                     CR_Mass_Best    = CR_M  #Save this solution   
158.                     CR_Ri_B         = CR_ri #Save this solution   
159.        
160.         if CR_Ri_B < CR_Ri_T: #Checking if buckling Ri is less than tensile Ri   
161.             CR_Ri = CR_Ri_B    
162.         else:   
163.             CR_Ri = CR_Ri_T   
164.         CR_Mass = m.pi*(CR_R_O**2 - CR_Ri**2)*CR_L*CR_rho #Saving best mass   
165.         if CR_Ri == 0: #Just use this as a flag for an unachievable solution   
166.             CR_Mass = 10000   
167.    
168.     if Case == 'No Hole':   
169.         #Knife   
170.         Knife_Mass  =   Rho*t_min*(KL*w-(m.pi*(XD/2)**2+XD*(HL-XD)))   #Mass of knife   
171.         #Piston   
172.         Acc_Press   = (ESM*Acc)/(m.pi*(PD/2)**2)   
173.         t_h         = PD*m.sqrt(3/16*Acc_Press/P_YS)            #Required piston head thickness           
174.         Piston_Mass = 0.3 + t_h*P_rho*m.pi*(PD/2)**2            #Mass of piston head + 0.3 for piston body   
175.         #Conrod   
176.         CR_F_A  = (ESM-Piston_Mass)*Acc                         #Force on con-
rod by piston when accelerating          
177.         CR_L    = RU + XD + 0.3                                 #Additional 0.3 for slowing knife down          
178.         if  CR_R_O**2 - CR_F_A/(CR_YS*m.pi) > 0:          
179.             CR_Ri   = m.sqrt(CR_R_O**2 - CR_F_A/(CR_YS*m.pi))   #Required conrod radius   
180.             CR_Mass = m.pi*(CR_R_O**2 - CR_Ri**2)*CR_L*CR_rho   #Saving best mass   
181.         else:   
182.             CR_Ri = 0   
183.             CR_Mass = 100   
184.     return [Piston_Mass + Knife_Mass + CR_Mass, CR_Ri, CR_L, Knife_Mass, t_h]   
185.            
186. def Run_Up_Time():   
187.     """  
188.     Calculates the time taken to travel the run-up distance  
189.     given the achievable acceleration  
190.     """   
191.     return m.sqrt(RU/(0.5*Acc))   
192.    
193. def Transverse_Failure_Thickness():   
194.     """  
195.     Calculates the thickness required to resist  
196.     transverse failure criteria  
197.     """   
198.     t_min_CD = ((12*XP*(XD/2)**4*(5+ve)*(1-ve**2))/(64*E*Def_Max*(1+ve)))**(1/3)    
199.     if Def_Max>0.5*t_min_CD: #Checking if the small deflection assumption holds   
200.         print("Transverse deflection not considered small deflection, line 174")   
201.     return t_min_CD   
202.    
203. def Failure_Thickness():   
204.     """  
205.     Returns minimum thickness necessary for knife not to fail  
206.     Tests both center deflection failure and buckling/tensile failure  
207.     """   
208.     t_min_CD = Transverse_Failure_Thickness() #Determining minimum thickness to fulfill transverse deflection cr
iteria   
209.     k_t = 3 - 3.13*(XD/w) + 3.66*(XD/w)**2 - 1.53*(XD/w)**3 #Determining stress concentration factor at reduced 
width   
210.     if Case=='Tension':   
211.         #Decelerating   
212.         t_min = ((Rho*(w*KL-(m.pi*(XD/2)**2+XD*(HL-XD)))*-Dec*12*w*(1-ve**2))/(m.pi**2*kc*E))**(1/2)   
213.         # ^ Determining minimum thickness for knife to resist buckling while decelerating   
214.         #Accelerating   
215.         Failure_Acceleration_FE = (FS*w)/(Rho*(KL*w - (m.pi*(XD/2)**2+XD*(HL-XD))))    
216.         # ^ Checking if knife will fail in tension under acceleration at forced end   
217.         Failure_Acceleration_RS = (FS*(w-XD))/(k_t*Rho*((2*HL+2*Lip-XD/2)*w - ((m.pi*(XD/2)**2+XD*(HL-
XD)) - (m.pi*(XD/2)**2)/2)))    
218.         # ^ Checking if knife will fail in tension under acceleration at reduced width       
219.         if Failure_Acceleration_RS < Acc or Failure_Acceleration_FE < Acc:   
220.             t_min = 500   
221.                
222.     if Case == 'Compression':   
223.         #Accelerating   
224.         t_min = ((Rho*(w*KL-(m.pi*(XD/2)**2+XD*(HL-XD)))*Acc*12*w*(1-ve**2))/(m.pi**2*kc*E))**(1/2)    
225.         # ^ Determining minimum thickness for knife to resist buckling while accelerating          
226.         #Decelerating   
227.         Failure_Deceleration_FE = (FS*w)/(Rho*(KL*w - (m.pi*(XD/2)**2+XD*(HL-XD))))    
228.         # ^ Checking if knife will fail in tension in full width while decelerating   
229.         Failure_Deceleration_RS = ((FS*(w - XD))/(k_t*Rho*((Lip + HL + RU + XD)*w - ((m.pi*(XD/2)**2+XD*(HL-
XD)) - (m.pi*(XD/2)**2)/2))))    
230.         # ^ Checking if knife will fail in tension in reduced section while decelerating         
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231.         if Failure_Deceleration_FE < -Dec or Failure_Deceleration_RS < -Dec:   
232.             t_min = 500   
233.                
234.     if t_min > t_min_CD: #Checking against miniumum deflection to resist transverse failure   
235.         return t_min   
236.     else:   
237.         return t_min_CD   
238.            
239.     if Case == 'No Hole':   
240.         #Accelerating   
241.         Failure_Acceleration = (FS)/(Rho*KL) #Checking if knife will fail in tension under acceleration   
242.         if Failure_Acceleration < Acc:   
243.             return 500   
244.         else:   
245.             return t_min_CD   
246.    
247. def round_to_n(x, n):   
248.     """  
249.     Returns x rounded to n decimal places  
250.     x = un-rounded number  
251.     n = number of decimals to round to  
252.     """   
253.     fmt = "%%.%de" % (n)    
254.     return float( fmt % x)   
255.    
256. # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #   
257. #  Determining Feasible System Configurations #   
258. # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #   
259.    
260. Mass        = np.linspace(0.5, 2.5, 100)            #Defining masses to test   
261. Diameter    = np.linspace(0.1, 0.15, 6)             #Defining diameters to test   
262. Deceleration= np.linspace(-10000, -200000, 100)     #Defining decelerations to test   
263.    
264. Best_Solution = []   
265. Previous_Diameter = 100000   
266. global HL       #Hole Length   
267. global RU       #Run Up   
268. global Acc      #Acceleration   
269. global Dec      #Deceleration   
270. global KL       #Knife Length   
271. global t_min    #Minimum knife thickness   
272. global PD       #Piston Diameter   
273. global ESM      #System Mass   
274.    
275. for i in Diameter:   
276.     switch1 = True   
277.     Previous_KL = 100   
278.     for j in Mass:   
279.         for k in Deceleration:   
280.             ESM = j   
281.             PD = i   
282.             Dec = k   
283.             Acc     =   Acceleration()          #Finding acceleration achieved   
284.             RU, HL  =   Run_Up()                #Finding run-up and hole length required   
285.             if Case == 'Tension':               
286.                 KL  =   3*HL + RU + 3*Lip       #Finding knife length required   
287.             if Case == 'Compression':   
288.                 KL  =   3*Lip + 2*HL + RU + XD  #Finding knife length required   
289.             if Case == 'No Hole':   
290.                 KL  =   RU + XD + Lip           #Finding knife length required   
291.             t_min   =   Failure_Thickness()     #Finding minimum t for no failure    
292.             System_M, CR_R_I, CR_Length, M_k, t_p =   System_Mass()   
293.             # ^ Finding system mass, conrod inner radius, conrod length, knife mass and piston head thickness   
294.             RU_t    =   round_to_n(Run_Up_Time()*10**3,3)          #Finding run-up time    
295.    
296.             if abs(System_M-
j)<0.01 and KL >= KL_min and KL < 1:   #Checking if estimated and actual masses match                           
      
297.                 switch1 = False   
298.                 if i <= Previous_Diameter: #Prioritising piston diameter   
299.                     Previous_Diameter=i   
300.                     if KL <= Previous_KL:  #Secondarily prioritising knife length   
301.                         Previous_KL = KL   
302.                         Best_Solution = [i, KL, t_min, HL, System_M, Acc, k, RU_t, M_k, CR_R_I, CR_Length, RU, t
_p]   
303.                         #^ Saving the results for the smallest piston head size   
304.         if j == Mass[-1] and switch1 == True:   
305.             print("No solutions for",i,"diameter piston")   
306. if Best_Solution != []:   
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307.     print()   
308.     print("The following parameters present a valid solution:")   
309.     print("Piston diameter:     ", Best_Solution[0])   
310.     print("Knife length:        ", Best_Solution[1])   
311.     print("Knife thickness:     ", Best_Solution[2])   
312.     print("Hole length:         ", Best_Solution[3])   
313.     print("Mass:                ", Best_Solution[4])   
314.     print("Acceleration:        ", Best_Solution[5])   
315.     print("Deceleration:        ", Best_Solution[6])   
316.     print("Run-up time:         ", Best_Solution[7])    
317.     print("Knife Mass:          ", Best_Solution[8])   
318.     print("Con-rod Inner Radius:", Best_Solution[9])   
319.     print("Con-rod Length:      ", Best_Solution[10])   
320.     print("Run-Up Length:       ", Best_Solution[11])   
321.     print("Piston Thickness:    ", Best_Solution[12])   
322.     print()   
323.     print("You should now use FEA to validate the analytical solutions for")   
324.     print("accelerating and decelerating the knife")   
325. else:   
326.     print()   
327.     print("No Solutions for this material")   
328.     print()   
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 Optimised Parameters 
All configurations, except where stated otherwise, have a piston diameter of 10cm. 
 ‘Compression’ 
Table 19: Optimised parameters for compression case 
 
Knife 
Length 
[cm] 
Knife 
Width 
[cm] 
Knife 
Thickness 
[mm] 
Hole 
Length 
[cm] 
Run-Up 
[cm] 
Run-
Up 
Time  
[s] 
Con-rod 
Radius 
(𝒓𝒊 − 𝒓𝒐) 
[cm] 
Con-
rod 
Length 
[cm] 
Piston 
Thickness 
[mm] 
Acceleration 
[m/s2] 
Deceleration 
[m/s2] 
(𝟏) 79.8 14.25 3.5 22.6 20.1 2.1 1.18-1.475 44.7 8.2 89765 -79899 
(𝟐) 82.9 13.75 2.9 22.5 23.4 2.5 1.05-1.225 47.9 6.0 77280 -80101 
(𝟑) 65.6 15.00 3.6 17.6 15.9 1.6 1.14-1.425 35.5 8.3 122698 -111111 
(𝟒) 62.1 15.00 3.7 16.8 14.0 1.4 0.81-1.125 32.8 8.4 142588 -118485 
(𝟓) 69.0 13.5 2.0 15.3 24.0 2.4 1.36-1.475 41.3 7.3 86818 -136263 
(𝟔) 64.4 13.5 2.0 14.1 21.6 2.1 1.04-1.15 37.8 7.3 100387 -153636 
(𝟕) 52.6 13.5 2.3 12.2 13.6 1.2 1.14-1.325 27.8 8.8 176472 -195758 
(𝟖) 50.8 13.5 2.4 12.0 12.4 1.1 0.78-1.0 26.4 8.6 196615 -204747 
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 ‘Tension’ 
Table 20: Optimised parameters for compression case 
 
Knife 
Length 
[cm] 
Knife 
Width 
[cm] 
Knife 
Thickness 
[mm] 
Hole 
Length 
[cm] 
Run-
Up 
[cm] 
Run-
Up 
Time 
[ms] 
Con-rod 
Radius 
(𝒓𝒊 − 𝒓𝒐) 
[cm] 
Con-rod 
Length 
[cm] 
Piston 
Thickness 
[mm] 
Acceleration 
[m/s2] 
Deceleration 
[m/s2] 
(𝟏) 70.6 13.5 3.8 16.1 16.3 1.6 0.9-1.5 34.4 11.0 124753 -125960 
(𝟐) 85.3 13.5 3.9 17.7 26.1 2.6 1.0-1.5 45.8 10.0 74844 -109899 
(𝟑) 67.8 13.5 3.5 15.0 16.8 1.6 1.16-1.45 33.8 8.7 125328 -140101 
(𝟒) 60.4 13.5 3.9 12.4 17.2 1.6 0.77-1.175 31.6 9.9 138159 -191212 
(𝟓) 80.7 13.5 2.4 16.0 26.6 2.6 1.18-1.375 44.7 7.6 76401 -127071 
(𝟔) 59.5 13.5 2.5 13.0 14.6 1.4 1.3-1.5 29.6 8.8 156824 -177374 
(𝟕) 55.1 13.5 2.6 11.5 14.5 1.3 0.9-1.15 28.0 9.4 174437 -218384 
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 Basic 1ms Gate Valve Proposal 
Loading 
Type 
Knife Material 
Con-rod 
Material 
Piston 
Material 
Piston 
Pressure 
[Pa] 
Run-Up 
Length 
[cm] 
Run-Up 
Time 
[ms] 
Acceleration 
[m/s2] 
Deceleration 
[m/s2] 
FEA 
Safety 
Factor 
𝑎𝑎 𝑎𝑑 
Compression 𝐴𝑙 7075 − 𝑇6 𝐴𝑙 7075 − 𝑇6 𝐴𝑙 7075 − 𝑇6 10 × 106 96 1.4 90797 −84141 1.8 2.1 
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 Knife 
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 Piston 
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 Acceleration Tube Flange 
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 Shock Tube Flange 
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 Con-rod 
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 Final Knife FEA Simulation 
Using the FEA models developed and verified in Section 10.4, the knife configurations stated in 
Table 19and Table 20 were simulated. 
 Compression 
10.8.1.1 Accelerating 
To simulate buckling when accelerating the knife in the compression case, only the section of 
knife above the expansion tube was modelled. This is because the expansion tube supports the 
knife in the out of plane direction below this point, hence it cannot buckle. Since the rest of the 
knife still contributes to the inertial load, a force was applied to the bottom of the knife to 
simulate the presence of the remainder of the knife. The model used is shown in Figure 77. This 
model was used to determine the safety factor of the ‘Compression’ model when accelerating. 
 
Figure 77: FEA model used for 'Compression' case acceleration simulation 
10.8.1.2 Decelerating 
To simulate decelerating the knife, the full length of the knife was simulated, and no additional 
force was necessary. Figure 78 shows the model used to calculate the decelerating safety factor 
stated in Table 12: Feasible Material Configurations for 'Compression' Case Table 12. 
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Figure 78: FEA model used for 'Compression' case deceleration simulation 
 Tension 
10.8.2.1 Accelerating 
The simulation for accelerating the knife in the ‘Tension’ case is the same as decelerating the 
knife in the compression case, see Figure 78. This simulation was used to determine the safety 
factor stated in Table 13. 
10.8.2.2 Decelerating 
When decelerating the knife in the ‘Tension’ case, the section of knife containing the cut out is 
fully supported by the expansion tube. For this reason, the knife is simply modelled as a thin 
plate. Again, a force needs to be applied to the bottom of the plate to simulate the inertial load 
applied by the rest of the knife. Figure 79 details the model. 
𝐿
𝐾
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Figure 79: FEA model used for 'Tension' case deceleration simulation 
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